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Abstract

Theory and Interpretation of L-shell X-ray Absorption Spectra.
by Alexey I. Nesvizhskii
Chair of Supervisory Committee:
Professor John J. Rehr
Department of Physics
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) directly re ects the electronic
structure in a material. However, despite signi cant progress in XANES theory, the
quantitative analysis of XANES is not fully developed and remains a challenge.
In this work, a detailed analysis of the L2;3 edge XANES in transition metals was
performed using relativistic, self-consistent real space Green's function code FEFF8.
Several prescriptions for taking into account core hole in calculations of x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) were discussed. It was found that in most cases of L2;3 edge
XANES in transition metals, the initial state (ground state) calculations were in the
best agreement with experimental data.
A procedure was developed for quantitative applications of the sum rules for XAS,
e.g., for x-ray magnetic circular dichroism and for obtaining hole counts. The approach is based on theoretical atomic calculations of transformations relating various
experimental spectra to corresponding operator-spectral densities. This approach
overcomes the diculties of background subtraction and hole-count normalization of
other sum rule analysis methods and yields quantitative values for spin- and orbitalmoments from experimental absorption spectra. The developed approach was theo-

retically tested and applied to experimental XAS data in Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and other
materials.
Hole counts obtained from XAS are often interpreted in terms of free-atom occupation numbers or Mulliken counts. We demonstrated that renormalized-atom (RA)
counts are a better choice to characterize the con guration of occupied electron states
in molecules and condensed matter. A projection-operator approach was introduced
to subtract delocalized states and to determine such hole counts from XAS quantitatively. Theoretical tests for the s- and d-electrons in transition metals showed that
the approach works well.
A formalism was developed based on time dependent local density approximation
(TDLDA) theory that takes into account polarization-type many body e ects. This
e ect, which is essentially a screening of the local x-ray eld due to the Coulomb
interaction, mostly a ects dipole matrix elements. The e ect is most important for
soft x-rays with energies less than 1 keV. Results of the TDLDA calculations for the
L3 /L2 white-line ratio in 3d metals are in good agreement with experiment.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances both in theory and analysis methods over the past decade have
revolutionized the technique of extended x-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS).
EXAFS refers to the oscillatory structure in the x-ray absorption coecient beyond
about 40 eV of threshold, where the photoelectron scattering responsible for this
phenomena is relatively weak. EXAFS has matured into a powerful and widely used
technique for studying local atomic structure and vibrational properties of solids. The
EXAFS technique has been successfully applied to biological systems, amorphous,
glass and liquid materials, semiconductors, nanostructures and other systems. Many
excellent reviews of the subject are available, see e.g. [1, 2].
Now there is a hope that x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), which
refers to rst 40 eV above the edge, can also become a reliable and direct way of
obtaining local chemical information of complex and disordered materials. The recent
progress in understanding XANES is based on the development of modern relativistic
multiple scattering (MS) calculation methods. Several ab initio codes for calculations
of XANES are available [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The L-shell x-ray absorption is less understood than the K-shell. In XANES
region, L-shell absorption spectra are often the most interesting and informative,
especially in the case of transition metals. L2;3 edge absorption spectra can provide
quantitative information about the electronic structure at or above the Fermi level
and other information of great importance for studying charge transfer, catalysis, and
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x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in these systems. Theoretical calculations
and interpretation of L-shell XANES and XMCD spectra is the main topic of this
dissertation.
L3 and L2 edges in XAS correspond to processes in which an x-ray photon is absorbed by promoting an electron from the 2p1=2 and 2p3=2 core states respectively. The
most prominent and important feature in most L2;3 edge spectra in transition metals
is the so called white line, i.e. the enhanced absorption right near the absorption edge.
These peaks were rst correctly interpreted by Mott [8] as being due to transitions
from 2p to unoccupied d-like states near the Fermi level. In case of L1 absorption the
dipole allowed transitions are from 2s to p-like states, and the absorption does not
contain any sharp lines. The peaks in L2;3 edge absorption have been called white
lines because they were rst observed as overexposed regions on the photographic lm
originally used to record x-ray-absorption spectra.
Intensity of the white-line depends on the number of unoccupied states in the d
band of the metal. Therefore, x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can be used to
directly probe unoccupied excited states of a system. Determination of hole counts
from XAS has been of interest for many years. Already in the 1970s, the Pt white
line was related to the number of d-holes by Brown, Peierls, and Stern [9] and later
by Mattheiss and Dietz [10].
In recent years, a related x-ray absorption technique called x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism has emerged as one of the most e ective tools for obtaining information
about magnetic systems. The XMCD e ect, that is the di erence in absorption of
right and left circular polarized light, had been rst predicted by Erskine and Stern
[11] in 1975 and experimentally observed by Schutz et al. [12] twelve years later.
The XMCD signal is directly related to the spin and orbital polarization of the nal
state and has unique element speci c properties. Various XAS and XMCD sum rules
have been used to investigate spin and orbital moments in 3d transition metals [13].
In principle, these sum rules provide a way of determining these properties from
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experiment { information often hard to obtain with other techniques. However, the
practical application of the sum rules is complicated by the presence of contributions
to the XAS from both localized orbitals and delocalized atomic continuum states.
Their separation is typically done using an ad hoc step function subtraction of the
delocalized states, but this procedure is not well justi ed and is reexamined here
[14, 15].
A fully quantitative treatment of XANES remains challenging, mostly due to
many-body e ects, such as core hole e ect, multiplet splitting, the photoelectron self
energy, and inelastic losses. The transition of an electron from a deep core level into
the unoccupied orbital results in the creation of a core hole in XAS process. The
creation of a positively charged core hole changes the e ective potential seen by the
residual electrons. This, in turn, leads to changes of the photoelectron wave function
and modi ed x-ray absorption absorption coecient. A fully quantitative treatment
of the core hole e ect in XAS is not yet developed, and the calculations are typically
carried out in two limits, namely for static initial (ground state) and nal state (with
a core hole) potentials [16]. The question of whether XANES is a measure of the
ground state or excited (modi ed due to presence of a core-hole) electron density of
states is of great importance for studying charge transfer, catalysis, and magnetic
circular dichroism in transition metals.
Another relevant many-body e ect is a dielectric polarization-type e ect [17]. The
external x-ray eld acts on all electrons in the systems and distorts the atomic charge
cloud. In response to the perturbation the electrons redistribute themselves and
produce internal screening (or antiscreening) elds which in turn can strongly modify
the photoabsorption cross-section. This e ect mostly a ects dipole matrix elements
and is important for soft x-rays with energies less than 1keV. It is well known [18, 19]
that the single-electron theory of XANES, which does not take the local eld into
account, fails to describe experimentally observed L3/L2 white line ratio in transition
metals.
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1.1 Goals
The work presented here deals with di erent aspects of x-ray absorption near edge
theory and ab initio codes for accurate calculations, with a main focus on the L shell.
The main goals of this dissertation are:

 Quantitative interpretation and extensive ab initio calculations of the L-shell
XANES and XMCD spectra of 3d transition metals and metallic systems.

 To develop a procedure for quantitative applications of the sum rules for x-

ray absorption spectra, e.g. for XMCD and for obtaining hole counts from
experiment.

 To develop a formalism based on time-dependent local density function theory
to deal with local eld e ects in x-ray absorption.

In order to achieve these goals, we have done the following:

 Calculated electronic structure and XANES spectra of 3d transition metals using

the real space Green's function code FEFF8 and the linearized augmented plane
wave code WIEN97.

 Check the applicability of the nal state rule to describe the core-hole e ect on
absorption spectra.

 Presented an interpretation of the spectral features in the Ni L2;3 XANES

and XMCD signals, based on both one-electron multiple-scattering and atomicmultiplet calculations. Performed a detailed comparison between experimental
and theoretical XANES spectra of intermetallic systems Ni3Al, Ni3Ga, Ni3In,
and NiGa.
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 Developed a quantitative relationship between the projected density of states
and x-ray absorption spectra.

 Suggested an unambiguous way to separate contributions from delocalized (continuum) states to x-ray absorption, based on projection on atomic states and
renormalized atom model.

 Developed a procedure for quantitative applications of the sum rules for x-ray

absorption spectra based in part on transferable, atomic calculations of linear
relations between XAS and various spectral densities. Theoretically tested the
developed approaches and applied them to experimental data for Cu, Ni, Co,
and Fe to extract the values of spin and orbital moments and hole counts in
these materials.

 Extended the theoretical approach of Zangwill and Soven [17] based on time
dependent local density function formalism (TDLDA) to take into account
polarization-type many body e ect (local eld e ect) on L2;3 edge XAS in transition metals. Calculated L2;3 XANES spectra and the L3/L2 white line ratio in
3d transition metals including the local eld e ects.

1.2 Dissertation overview
Here we give a brief overview of this dissertation. In Chapter 2 we review the most
important concepts of the single electron theory of x-ray absorption. In Chapter 3 we
discuss L-shell XANES of 3d transition metals. There we provide an interpretation
of the experimental data based on the results of single-electron multiple scattering
calculations. We discuss several prescriptions for taking into account the core hole
e ect on x-ray absorption spectra, and point out some of the limitations of the singleelectron approach. In Chapter 4 we use both single-electron multiple-scattering and
atomic-multiplet theory to perform a comprehensive analysis of XMCD and XANES
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spectra at the L2;3 edges of bulk fcc Ni. XANES spectra of Ni3Al, Ni3Ga, Ni3In,
and NiGa materials are analyzed in Chapter 5. In Chapters 6 and 7 we investigate
the sum rules for x-ray absorption spectra and develop a quantitative procedure for
obtaining spin and orbital moments, and hole counts from XAS and XMCD spectra.
We demonstrate how this approach overcomes the diculties of background subtraction and hole-count normalization of other sum rule analysis methods. In Chapter 8
we are moving toward a more complete picture of the x-ray absorption and address
the polarization-type many-body e ect. There we extend the TDLDA formalism to
deal with x-ray absorption in solids and calculate L2;3 edge XANES in 3d transition
metals including local eld e ect. Conclusions are given in Chapter 9.

1.3 Terminology in x-ray absorption
In an x-ray absorption experiment, light with intensity I is falling on the sample with
width dx. The reduction in intensity due to the sample is dI. The measured absorption
coecient, de ned as
(E ) = (dI=dx) =I
(1.1)
is simply connected to the total absorption cross section, if the concentration of
absorbing atoms na is known:

tot(E ) = (E )=na :

(1.2)

In Chapter 2 we will show that there is a natural theoretical separation of the total
absorption coecient (E ) into a smooth embedded atom absorption 0 (E ) and an
oscillating ne structure, which is conveniently described by the XAFS function,
(E ) = (E) (E)0(E ) :
(1.3)
0
There are a number of commonly used abbreviations, used in this paper:

 XAS - x-ray absorption spectra - (E )
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 EXAFS - extended XAFS - (E ), E above 40 eV of threshold
 XANES - x-ray absorption near edge structure - (E ), rst 40 eV above the
edge including edge and below

 XAFS - x-ray absorption ne structure - (E ) including EXAFS and XANES
 XMCD - x-ray magnetic circular dichroism - di erence in absorption of right
and left circular polarized light

 LDA - local density approximation
 TDLDA - time-dependent LDA
 MS - multiple scattering
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Chapter 2

SINGLE-ELECTRON THEORY OF X-RAY ABSORPTION
In this Chapter, we will review the single-electron theory of x-ray absorption. The
accent is made on the multiple scattering formulation of the problem. For a good
review of the subject one can refer to a recent manuscript by Rehr and Albers [2] and
other papers [7, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] describing the details of the FEFF code used
throughout this work.

2.1 Multiple scattering formula for the absorption coecient
The total absorption cross-section can be calculated in practice by using the Fermi's
Golden rule in one electron approximation. The nonrelativistic expression (in Gaussian units) has the following form:
2 2 X
2
(!) = 4!e c h f j~r  ^ei~k~rj ii (h! + Ei E ) ;

i;f

(2.1)

where ! is frequency of the x-rays with wave vector ~k and unit polarization ^, EF
is the Fermi level, and (E ) is the Dirac delta function. The wave functions i and
f refer, respectively, to the initial (occupied) and nal (unoccupied) states of the
e ective one-electron Hamiltonian H for the initial state and H 0 for the nal state,
with energies Ei and Ef , respectively. The rest of the notations are standard. In
the following more convenient atomic units (h = e = m = 1, c = 1= , being ne
structure constant) will be used. The relativistic form of Eq. 2.1 can be obtained by
substituting p~ ! c~ , where ~ are the Dirac matrices. The formula 2.1 can be rewritten
in terms of single-electron Green's function [26, 27] G(~r;~r 0; E ) = 1=(E H 0 ), H 0
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is the nal state Hamiltonian, and  the electron self-energy. The advantage of this
formulation is that we avoid the necessity of explicit calculations of wave functions.
Using the spectral representation for G,
X f (~r) f (~r 0)
0
G(~r;~r ; E ) = E E + i ;
(2.2)
f
f
where is a net lifetime that includes both extrinsic and intrinsic loses, we obtain
the following expression for the absorption
4 Im XhijdG(~r 0;~r; ! + E ) d jii(! + E E ) ;
(2.3)
(!) = c!
i 
i
F

i
where d = c~r  ^ei~k~r is the dipole operator. The function  is a step function that
has to be added to exclude the poles in the Green's function lying below the Fermi
level. The nite temperature e ect is small and can be taken into account by using a
broadened  (i.e. Fermi) function of the form  = 1=(1 + exp((! + Ei EF )=kT ).
Because full-potential calculations are extremely dicult and time consuming,
the scattering potential is often approximated as a sum of overlapping spherically
symmetric potentials and is set to be zero in the interstitial region. Thus the singleelectron Hamiltonian H is expressed to a good approximation as sum of the free
~ 2 + Vmt , where Vmt is the mun-tin potential, and
electron Hamiltonian H0 = 21 r
the scattering potential V (~r) = Pi Vi (j~r R~ i j). The multiple scattering approach is
based on separation of the scattering potential into the potential of a single scatterer at
the absorption site, "central atom" part, and all other scatterers ("scattering part"),
V = Vc + Pi6=c Vi. Accordingly, the Green's function G(~r;~r 0; E ) can be separated into
the central atom part Gc = 1=(E H0 Vc + i ) and scattering part Gsc , G = Gc + Gsc .
In the interstitial region the Green's function has a free particle form

G0(~r;~r 0; E ) =

2k eikj~r ~r j ;
4 kj~r ~r 0j
0

(2.4)

q
where k = 2(E Vmt). The total Green's function is found formally from the Dyson
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series expansion in V ,

G = G0 +

X
i

G0Vi G0 +

X
i;j

G0Vi G0Vj G0 + : : : :

(2.5)

It is convenient to introduce the scattering t-matrix, ti = Vi + Vi G0ti which sums all
MS at a given site and rewrite the above expansion as
X
X
G = G0 + G0tiG0 + G0tiG0 tj G0 + : : : ;
(2.6)
i6=j

i

where ti is the scattering matrix at each scattering site. The total Green's function
then can be written as a sum that starts and ends at the absorbing atom and contains
only single scattering events at each atom
2
3
X
X
X
G = Gc + Gc 4 ti +
tiG0tj +
  5 Gc = Gc + Gsc : (2.7)
c6=i6=c

c=
6 i6=j 6=c

c=
6 i6=j 6=k6=c

The rst term, Gc is the background absorption from the absorbing (central) atom
alone, while the successive terms, grouped as Gsc , represent the contributions from
single scattering, double scattering, and etc.
The central atom Green's function, Gc = G0 + G0tcG0, and the scattering part
Gsc can be calculated as
X
Gc (~r;~r 0; E ) = 2k (RL(~r<; E )NL(~r> ; E ) + iRL(~r; E )RL(~r 0; E ) ; (2.8)
L
X
sc
0
G (~r;~r ; E ) = 2k RL(~r; E )RL (~r 0; E ) GscLc;L c(E ) ;
0

0

L;L
where L = (`; m), RL(~r; E ) = i` R`(r; E )YL(^r) and NL(~r; E ) = i`N` (r; E )YL(^r) are the
0

regular and irregular solutions of the Shrodinger equation in a central potential Vc .
The functions R` and N` are normalized in such a way that at distances larger than
c , they behave as R` (r; E ) = cos(` )j` (kr) +
the central atom mun tin radius, rmt
sin(`)n`(kr) and N`(r; E ) = sin(`)j` (kr) + cos(`)n`(kr).
The total scattering-propagator matrix GscLR~ ;L R~ can be obtained by matrix inversion of the full-multiple scattering equation
0

0

GscLi;L i = e(i`+i` )(1 G0t) 1G0 ;
0 0

0

(2.9)
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where G0 is the dimensionless two-center free propagator G0Li;L i and the dimensionless scattering t matrix tLi;L i = ei`;i sin(`;i)i;i L;L , `;i being partial wave phase
shifts for all di erent sites in solid. Note that we need to calculate only the submatrix
of GLi;L i for which i and i0 both refer to the central (absorbing) atom. A related
approach based on the so-called scattering-path operators  has also been used in
many treatments of XANES [28, 29].
Finally, we arrive at following MS expression for the absorption coecient:
X
(!) = 8!c k Im hijd jRLi
(2.10)
i;L;L
i
h
i L;L + ei(`+` )GscLc;L c(! + Ei) hRL jd jii(! + Ei EF ) :
0

0

0 0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

As one can see from 2.10 the expression for (!) in the multiple-scattering formalism can be factored in terms of a smoothly varying (embedded) atomic contribution
0(!) modulated by the x-ray absorption ne structure or XAFS, , due to MS from
the environment [27], i.e,
(!) = 0(!) [1 + (!)] :
(2.11)
Note that the atomic-background absorption 0(!) is de ned by the central potential
Vc rather than being that for a "free-atom" [30]. This factorization of  clearly separates atomic and scattering parts and is very important for interpretation of x-ray
absorption ne structure experiments. The XAFS spectrum (!) contains detailed
structural information, such as interatomic distances and coordination numbers. A
quantitative parametrization of (!) in term of this parameters ( the EXAFS equation) is well established [27, 31, 32, 33].

2.2 Relativistic x-ray absorption
The relativistic generalization of the MS theory is straightforward [34, 24]. One only
has to change the basis from jLS i to jJ i (or ji) which are connected through ClebschGordon coecients, and to calculate tJi for each j = l  1=2 instead of tLi. . Regular
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and irregular functions RL and NL are solutions of the Dirac equation, with index
labeling the spinor components. As a results, all expressions will have an additional
summation over index , but otherwise will not change.
Since spin-orbit interaction is negligible in the interstitial region, one can use the
same two center Green's function matrix elements hLS jG0 jL0S 0i = G0L;L S;S . This
can be used even for spin-dependent potentials.
If one neglects spin-dependent e ects, than the spin-orbit interaction within this
approach is treated exactly. Simultaneous treatment of spin and relativistic e ects
required for calculations of XMCD in magnetic materials is discussed in Chapter 4.
0

0

2.3 Multipole matrix elements
The relativistic expression for the matrix elements of multipole transitions hnmj~ 
^ e^i~k~rjn00m0i are given in Grant's review [35], an also summarized in [36]. The quantum number is de ned as  = ` if j = ` 1=2, and  = ` 1 if j = ` +1=2. Without
any loss of generality we can consider the vector ~k along the z-axis and right and left
p
p
circular polarizations ^1 = (^x + i^y )= 2 and ^ 1 = (^x i^y )= 2. Expression for
matrix elements can be most easily obtained using irreducible tensor algebra [37, 38].
Using the decomposition of ei~k~r in terms of the irreducible tensors C0(`)

ei~k~r =

1
X
`=0

i`(2` + 1)j` (kr)C0(`)(^r) :

(2.12)

In the dipole approximation (` = 0) the matrix element have the following form
1
0
0
j L j C `L
(2.13)
hnmj ~  ^ e^i~k~rjn00m0i = ( 1)j m B@
A R :
m p m0
0

The reduced matrix element R is
Z
R = i dr j0(kr) [P Q C (1) + QP C ( 1)] ;
0

0

0

0

0

0

(2.14)
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where C ( ), with = 1 corresponding to the upper (lower) component of Dirac
spinor, can be expressed as [36]
q
j( + )(2 + )(2 +  1)(2 +  + 1)j
(2.15)
C ( ) = ( 1)( 1)
2 +
where  = 0 if  = 0, otherwise  = 0  = 1. These are the only possible
pairs of 0 in the dipole approximation.
As a result, for a smooth atomic contribution 0 (!) for transitions from an initial
state with n; j one obtains:
X
2
0(!) = 83ck
(2.16)
! k jR j ;
where factor 1=3 comes from summation over m and m0. To obtain an expression for
the ne structure (!) we can de ne normalized reduced matrix elements as
(2.17)
R~ = eij R =[ jR j2=3]1=2 ;
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

so that the equation for the ne structure,  = ( 0)=0, is
0
10
1
X ~ ~ @ j 1 j 0 A@ j 1 j 00 A ~ sc
G ;
 = R R
m  m0 m  m00 J ;J

where
GscJ;J (E ) = hJ jLS iGscL;L (E )hL0S 0jJ 0i :
0

0

00

0

00

0

0

00

(2.18)
(2.19)

2.4 Density of states
The radial and energy dependence of the electron density can be calculated using the
same single electron Green's function operator discussed above. The total electron
density at point ~r is given by
Z EF
(~r) = 2 Im 1 dE G(~r;~r; E )
(2.20)
where the factor of 2 comes from summation over spin indices. The density of one
electron states is
Z EF
d~r G(~r;~r; E ) :
(2.21)
(E ) = 2 Im
1
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2.5 Real space Green's function code FEFF8
The self-consistent eld, real space Green's function code FEFF8 has a number of
advantages which are important for a quantitative description of XANES. The code
determines overlapped MT potentials self-consistently in the presence or absence of
a core-hole. It naturally includes nal-state broadening due to core hole lifetime
and photoelectron energy dependent self-energy (usually the Heidin-Lundqvist model
[39]). The code permits quantitative calculations of XAS up to very high energies (of
order 1000 eV above threshold), while traditional band-structure codes usually are
limited to 20-30 eV above the edge. In addition, it incorporates e ects of correlated
vibrations and disorder. Finally, the code is semi-automated, thereby making XAS
calculations and the interpretation of spectral features in terms of geometrical and
electronic structure readily accessible. In the rest of this section, we will describe key
elements of the FEFF8 code.
2.5.1 Multiple scattering expansion

The scattering contribution GscL;L (E ) may be expressed by the MS path expansion
[40] in terms of the two center matrix elements of the free propagator G0 and the
scattering t-matrix, i.e.,
X 0
(2.22)
GscLc;L c (E ) =
GLc;L1 it`1iG0L1 i;L c +
i6=c
X
+
G0tiG0tj G0 +    ;
0

0

0

i6=c;i6=j;j 6=c

where summation over intermediate angular momentum indices is implied. Here we
use dimensionless G0 and t as de ned in [40]. The summation restrictions prohibit
the photoelectron from scattering from the same atom twice in a row in a MS path of
any order. The propagators G0Li;L i are calculated using the exact Rehr-Albers (RA)
algorithm[40].
Usually a nite MS path expansion converges well at high energies but can fail in
0 0
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the XANES region. Typically non-convergence is due to large MS contributions from
short bonds at low energy. To handle this situation the full MS method is applied to
a nite cluster around the central atom. In full MS treatments, the in nite series in
Eq. 2.22 is summed implicitly by matrix inversion, i.e.,

G = G0(1 tG0) 1 = (1 G0t) 1G0 :

(2.23)

Because the partial wave phase shifts decay exponentially with increasing ` beyond
c , where rc is the MT radius of the central atom, and because the cluster
`max  krmt
mt
size is relatively small, G can be calculated with reasonable computer resources. The
time required for the matrix inversion in Eq. (2.23) scales as the cube of the dimension
N (`max + 1)2 of G, where N is the number of atoms in the cluster.
As shown by Schaich [26], this real-space matrix-inverse formulation is formally
similar to the KKR band structure approach and the X MS approach. However, in
the KKR and X methods discrete wave functions are calculated using the LippmanSchwinger equation of MS theory, while in the RSMS method, the electron Green's
function is calculated, which implicitly sums over all one-particle states. This distinguishes the RSMS method from most other electronic structure methods [41, 42].
2.5.2 Self-consistent mun tin potentials

The SCF approach is essential for calculations of charge transfer between atoms and
also for an accurate determination of the Fermi level. The iterative procedure for
calculating scattering potentials is outlined below. Initially, a relativistic Dirac-Fock
atomic code [22] is used to obtain free atomic densities. The scattering potentials
are calculated by overlapping the free atomic densities within the mun tin approximation using Mattheiss prescription [10]. The ground state von Barth-Hedin
exchange-correlation potential [43] is used on all iterations. After the SCF loop is
nished, the Hedin-Lundqvist energy dependent self-energy [39] is added, but only
for x-ray absorption calculations. Next, the density of states (DOS) is calculated for
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each distinguishable site i in a solid or molecule. The space integration of i(r; E )
yields i(E ), the DOS. The Fermi level is found by energy integration of the DOS. The
energy integration of i (r; E ) to the Fermi level gives the new total electron density
i(r). The energy integration is done by contour integration in the upper half of the
complex E plane. This greatly simpli es calculations since the spectral quantities of
interest are much smoother above the real axis. The space integration is done in way
that is similar to the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). The Norman radii Rnm
(i.e., the analog of the Wigner-Seitz radii of neutral spheres) are calculated using the
de nition
Z Rnm
dr 4r2i(r) = Zi;
(2.24)
0

where Zi is the charge of the i-th nucleus. These Norman radii are kept xed for all
iterations. The density i (E ) is then can be obtained as
Z Rnm
i(E ) =
d3ri(r; E ):
(2.25)
0

This method, as in case of ASA, double counts charge in the region where two Norman
spheres overlap and does not count charge at all in the region not covered by any of
Norman spheres. However, is a fairly good practical approximation to account for
charge transfer within the MS approach in XAS calculations when the density is
slowly varying in space. On the last step of each iteration, the new position of the
Fermi level and the new densities around each i-th site are found. Once the new
density is calculated it is used to start a new iteration. The Broyden algorithm is
used to achieve the self-consistency.
2.5.3 Inelastic mean free path

The photoelectron propagating in solid will eventually lose its energy due to creation
of elementary excitations (plasmons, electron-hole pairs, etc.). This can be accounted
for by introducing a complex energy-depended self-energy . In many cases, the
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Heidin-Lundqvist self-energy gives the best agreement with experiment. In addition,
one should add the core hole broadening ch which describing the interaction of the
photoelectron with passive electrons, which is assumed independent of the energy of
outgoing photoelectron. Both damping factors can be combined in the total optical
potential for the absorption measurement:

Vopt(k) =

ch =2 + jIm((k ))j :

(2.26)

The corresponding mean free path is then k = k=Vopt(k).
2.5.4 Debye-Waller factors

To account for thermal vibration, a factor exp( ii2 k2) to each free propagator G0(Ri
Ri ) for each pair of atoms i; i0. E ects of lattice vibrations can only be taken into
account approximately in the FMS technique. This approximation yields the correct
thermal factor only for the single scattering terms in the harmonic approximation.
The thermal factors for MS paths will not have the correct weight, but in any case,
their contribution will be reduced both by thermal factors and by the mean free path.
0

0
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Chapter 3

L-SHELL X-RAY ABSORPTION IN TRANSITION
METALS
In this Chapter we discuss XANES of 3d transition metal L edges [44]. The interpretation of the experimental data is based on the results of single-electron multiple
scattering calculations. We make a detailed comparison with experimental data and
with results of band structure codes. We also discuss several prescriptions for taking
the e ect of a core hole on x-ray absorption spectra. The question of whether XANES
is a measure of the ground state or excited (modi ed due to presence of a core-hole)
electron density of states is of great importance for studying charge transfer, catalysis,
and magnetic circular dichroism in transition metals. Based on the results presented
in this Chapter, and Chapters 4 and 5, where we focus on XAS and XMCD spectra of
Ni and Ni compounds, we will show in Chapters 6 and 7 that the area under the white
line can provide quantitative information about the number of unoccupied d holes at
or above the Fermi level. We will also point out the limitations of the single-electron
approximation, which will be further discussed in Chapter 8.

3.1 Electronic structure and XANES
The fact that the near edge region in the x-ray absorption re ects the electronic
structure of the corresponding nal state band was understood long time ago. The
white line peaks in the L2;3 edge XAS were rst correctly interpreted by Mott [8]
as being due transitions from 2p to unoccupied d-like states near the Fermi level.
Intensity of the white-line depends on the number of unoccupied states in the d band
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of the metal. The white lines are quite intense for the early transition metals of each
transition series, but almost absent in case of metals with almost lled d band such
as Cu. In most cased, L3 and L2 edges have relatively similar spectral shapes. One
of the interesting exceptions is metallic Pt where a white line is observed at the L3
edge but is almost absent at the L2 edge. In fact, it was Pt that initially attracted
the attention to studies of x-ray absorption in metals.
According to dipole selection rules, an electron from a core state of p symmetry
can have a transition into a nal state of s or d symmetry. The contribution from
transitions to the nal s states is negligible. The density of s-symmetric nal states
is relatively small and spread over an extended energy range. As a result, the radial
part of the dipole transition matrix element for s states is approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than that for d states, and the d density of nal states is large and
narrow. The density of states for fcc-Cu resolved for the orbital angular momentum
` is shown in Fig. 3.1. The size of the cluster used in the calculation is 125 atoms,
and the resulting DOS curves were convoluted with a small 0.1 eV broadening factor.
The electronic structure of fcc-Cu is very typical for transition metals. The s and p
density of states can be described as a free-electron-like band. The d-band complex is
narrow and atomic like (about 5 eV wide), with its peak located about 1.4 eV below
the Fermi level. Unlike purely atomic case, though, the d-like band in metallic Cu
is not completely lled, and the number of d electrons in the occupied part of the d
band is around 9.55.
The white lines at the L2 and L3 edge onsets increase in intensity with decreasing
Z across the transition metal series, re ecting changes in lling of the d band. To
completely understand the L2;3 edge x-ray absorption, we need to consider the electronic structure in relativistic case. The initial 2p state is splitted due to spin-orbit
interaction into 2p1=2 and 2p3=2 levels that give rise to L2 and L3 absorption edges,
respectively. The value of the spin-orbit splitting varies across the periodic table. It
is quite large in case of Cu, around 20 eV, but gradually decreases when moving left
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Figure 3.1: Projected ground state density of states in Cu. Solid line, long dashes,
and short dashes correspond to the d, p, and s density of states respectively.
in the periodic table, and gets as small as 3 eV in Ca. As a result, the degree of
overlap between L3 and L2 absorption edges increases when going from Cu to Ca.
The spin-orbit splitting of the nal d band is of the order of only 0.1 eV. The d3=2
states are shifted toward higher energies, while the d5=2 states are shifted toward lower
energies. According to the relativistic dipole selection rules, the L2 edge is represented
by 2p1=2 ! d3=2 and 2p1=2 ! s1=2 transitions. The L3 edge is due to transitions from
2p3=2 core state ( = 1) to the nal s1=2 ( = 1), d3=2 ( = 2), and d5=2 ( = 3)
states above the Fermi level. The 2p1=2 ! d5=2 transition is the dominant one with
around 90% of the total intensity. For both edges, L3 and L2, 2p ! s transitions
contribute less than 5% of the total intensity. The absorption coecient can be, to a
good approximation, factorized in terms of the density of states and transition matrix
elements. For L3 and L2 edge absorption one obtains [34]

L2 = 13 s1=2 M2p1=2s1=2 + 31 d3=2 M2p1=2d3=2 ;

(3.1)
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1  M2
2
2
L3 = 32 s1=2 M2p3=2s1=2 + 15
d3=2 p3=2 d3=2 + d5=2 Mp3=2 d5=2 :
5
Here  (E ) is the unoccupied part of  resolved density of states and M is the
radial part of the transition matrix element for transitions from the core state with
quantum index  to the nal state with index  0. In case of 3d transition metals
the relativistic e ects are small, so that the shapes of the d3=2 and d5=2 density of
state curves are quite similar which, in turn, leads to strong similarity between L2
and L3 absorption shapes. If spin-orbit interaction in the nal state is neglected, then
d5=2 =d3=2 = 2=3, and the relative magnitude of L3 and L2 edge intensities is 2:1, see
Eq. 3.1, which just re ect the fact there are twice as many electron in the initial 2p3=2
level than in 2p1=2 level.
The relativistic e ects in the nal state are much more important in heavier atoms.
In case of 4d transition metals they can be crucial for the correct description of L2;3
edge x-ray absorption. For example, the white line at the L2 absorption edge in
metallic Pt is absent. This interesting e ect is caused by the fact the unoccupied
part of the nal density of states is predominantly of d5=2 character [9]. Due to spinorbit interaction, the d3=2 band is shifted toward lower energies and almost completely
occupied.
0

3.2 Theoretical x-ray absorption spectra
Theoretical absorption spectra for fcc Cu metal calculated using the FEFF8 code are
shown in Fig. 3.2. Calculations are done without a core hole (see next section). The
plot shows L3 and L2 edge spectra separately, as well as the total spectrum. The
shapes of the L3 and L2 spectra are very similar, and their relative intensities are
close to the expected ratio of 2:1. Small di erences between the two edges are due, to
some extent, to the spin-orbit splitting within the 3d states. In addition, the L2 edge
has a larger core-hole lifetime broadening. Due to a signi cant overlap between L3
and L2 edges, calculated total spectrum above the L2 edge has some extra oscillations
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Figure 3.2: L3;2 edge XANES in Cu. Solid line, long dashes, and short dashes correspond to the L3, L2, and the total spectrum respectively.
coming from the extended part of the L3 absorption tail. We note that the thermal
and structural disorder in the full multiple-scattering formalism are taken into account
in an approximate way. We found that it is needed to add an extra factor exp( 2k2)
(in addition to the usual value of the Debye-Waller factor for this material) in the
propagator G0, see Chapter 2, in order to obtain a better agreement with experiment
in the region above the L2 edge. So that the results for Cu presented in Fig. 3.2, and
for other transition metals presented later in this Chapter, are obtained by using an
additional 2  0:01 0:05.
Fig. 3.3 shows the d projected density of states aligned with the o set of the
L3 edge. As expected from Eq. 3.1, the absorption coecient directly re ects the
unoccupied part of the nal density of states. All peaks in the spectrum can be traced
back to corresponding peaks in the DOS curve, which in turn can be explained as van
Hove singularities at the L and X point in the Brillouin zone [34, 45]. In Chapters 6
and 7 we will explore the relationship between DOS and XANES in more details and
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Figure 3.3: L3 edge XANES (solid line) and d- and s-projected DOS (dashes and
short dashes respectively) in fcc Cu. Also shown is the smooth atomic-like part of
the absorption 0 (dots).
propose a quantitative approach for obtaining information about unoccupied part of
the density of states from experimental XANES.

3.3 Treatment of the core hole
The transition of an electron from a deep core level into the unoccupied orbital results
in the creation of a core hole in XAS process. Therefore, the initial (ground state)
Hamiltonian and the nal state Hamiltonian are di erent. A fully quantitative treatment of the core hole e ect on XAS is not yet developed. Within the independent
particle approximation calculations are typically carried out in two limits, namely
for static initial and nal state potentials. The " nal state rule" [16] says that in
the one-electron approximation the photoelectron states should be calculated in the
presence of a core hole. On the other hand, the "initial state rules" says that the
calculations should be done with a fully screened core hole (no core hole). In the
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FEFF8 code, the core hole e ect can be taken into account by putting a frozen core
hole in the given core level. The SCF procedure then automatically screens the core
hole. This approach yields a SCF treatment of core hole relaxation analogous to the
Z+1 impurity approximation used by Zeller et al. [46] in the KKR formalism. As
an approach intermediate between the nal state rule (full core-hole) and the initial
state rule (no core hole), one can calculate the photoelectron states in a potential
that has a half electron removed from its core level, i.e. the so-called transition state
rule suggested by Slater [47]. One can go even further and consider any fraction of an
electron removed from the core level [48]. Since all prescriptions described above are
ad hoc, the choice between the initial and nal state rule is somewhat arbitrary and
is usually made by comparing the results of calculations with experimental data. In
many cases, for example in case of K-shell absorption in insulators such as BN [7], or
in semiconductors [49], the nal state rule gives a better agreement with experiment.
However, in case of the L-shell absorption in transition metals, as discussed in the
next section, the situations is opposite and the initial state rule is favorable. We
stress that the question of whether x-ray absorption is a measure of the ground state
or excited state DOS is of great importance for studying charge transfer, catalysis,
and magnetic circular dichroism in transition metals and compounds. The generally
accepted concept that the area under the white line in L2;3 edge XANES of transition
metals is directly proportional to the number of unoccupied d holes at or above the
Fermi level, i.e. the ground state property, needs to be theoretically justi ed. The
results presented in this Chapter demonstrate that it is indeed the case, at least for
the transition metals with almost lled d band.

3.4 Comparison with experiment and discussion
Results of the calculations done with and without a core hole and experimental data
for L2 and L3 edges of Cu are shown in Fig. 3.4. Remarkably, a better agreement
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Figure 3.4: L2;3 edge XANES of Cu, solid line and long dashes represent the results of calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is
experimental data.

with experimental data is obtained when the calculations are done without a core
hole. The agreement between the theoretical spectrum calculated without a core hole
and experiment is very good, both in terms of the integrated intensity and the ne
structure. As we mentioned above, small di erences between experiment and theory
can be explained by an approximate treatment of Debye-Waller factors and structural
disorder.
As one can observe from Fig. 3.4, there is a strong reduction of the calculated L2
and L3 edge white lines when a core hole is included in the calculation. The inclusion
of a core hole leads to an energy shift of the d density of states due to electron - core
hole interaction. The shift of the Fermi level, however, is much smaller. As a result,
we observe a strong reduction, or even absence, of the white line in XANES when
a core hole is taken into account. At the same time the p density of states, which
is much broader that the d density of states, is basically una ected by the presence
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Figure 3.5: K edge XANES of Cu, solid line and long dashes represent the results of
calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is experimental data.

of a core hole. Consequently, the di erence in XANES of K edge spectra with and
without core hole is much less pronounced, see Fig. 3.5.
The results of the calculation for Co and Fe are shown on Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 (XAS
in Ni is analyzed in details in Chapter 4). The agreement with experiment is good.
As in case of Cu, we nd that for the elements with more than half lled d band the
initial state rule is more favorable, especially if one considers the integrated intensity
and not just the white line peak heights. The experimentally observed ne structure
is much less pronounced than the calculated one, which again suggest that a better
treatment of the Debye-Waller factors and structural disorder and/or full potential
(instead of mun-tin approximation) calculations are needed. However, there is an
additional discrepancy between theory and experiment, namely the calculations are
not able to reproduce the observed asymmetric line shape, which is most noticeable in
case of Fe. As we will see in Chapters 4 and 8, this discrepancy is most likely due to
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Figure 3.6: L2;3 edge XANES of Co, solid line and long dashes represent the results of calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is
experimental data.

many-body e ects such as multiplets and local eld (dielectric polarization) e ects.
The reasons for the failure of the nal state rule are still not completely clear. One
of the most often used arguments is that the screening of the core hole by valence
electrons in metals is very ecient. Obviously, we are not able to resolve this problem
within the independent particle picture. A very interesting observation was done
by Stern and Rehr [50], who considered some many-body aspects of the near-edge
structure in x-ray absorption. They used a reformulated Hartree-Fock model similar
to the one of Friedel [51] and Combescot and Nozieres [52]. Stern and Rehr found
that, in general, the most natural single-particle state to describe the system are
not the usual Hartree-Fock states but those that explicitly incorporate the exclusion
principle in the transition. To satisfy the inclusion principle, the excited photoelectron
states should be orthogonal to all initially occupied states and the resulting core hole
orthogonal to all nally occupied states. The orthogonality requirement is satis ed
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Figure 3.7: L2;3 edge XANES of Fe, solid line and long dashes represent the results
of calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is experimental data.
by projecting out the overlap terms hnjf 0i:

jf~0i = Punocc jf 0i ;
where Punocc is a projection operator

Punocc = 1 Pocc = 1

X
occ

(3.2)

jnihnj :

(3.3)

Here jf 0i corresponds to the photoelectron state calculated with a core hole and jni
are the initially occupied (ground state) wave functions. In two limits the problem
reduces to an e ective single-particle problem. In case of transitions to initially empty
band, one should use the local density of states of the nal potential ( nal state rule),
and jf~0i ! jf 0i. On the other hand, in case when the photoelectron completely lls
that shell, the appropriate choice is the ground state density of states (initial state
rule), and jf~0i ! jf i, where jf i is the photoelectron state calculated with no core
hole in the core level. Their theory cannot deal with the cases when the band is only
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Figure 3.8: L2;3 edge XANES of Ti, solid line and long dashes represent the results
of calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is experimental data.

partially lled (empty), but one would expect a gradual transition between the two
limits.
The agreement between theory and experiment gets worse as one moves left across
the periodic table toward elements with almost empty d band. Results for V and Ti
are shown on Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. The experimental data are taken from [53]. The
e ect of a core hole becomes less dramatic for the transition metals with half lled or
almost empty d band. For these elements, both initial and nal state rule calculations
cannot satisfactory explain experimental data, but the initial state rule still seems to
be a preferable choice. Unfortunately, the available experimental data do not allow
more detailed comparison between theory and experiment. Still, in case of V and Ti
(and other transition metals with less than half eld d band) there is an apparent
need to consider many-body e ects. The single-electron calculations, regardless of
whether they are done using the initial or nal state rule, predict the L3/L2 white
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Figure 3.9: L2;3 edge XANES of V, solid line and long dashes represent the results of
calculations done without and with a core hole respectively, short dashes is experimental data.
line ratio that is close to 2:1, as expected on the basis of the 2j + 1 degeneracy of the
initial 2p core states. Strictly speaking, the L3/L2 ratio is modi ed due to di erences
in lifetime broadening of L3 and L2 edges and relativistic e ects. However, in case of
3d transition metals this e ects are small and cannot describe the strong deviation
observed in experiment which shows that the observed L3/L2 ratio in these metals
can be even smaller than 1:1. This problem has already been discussed in many
experimental [18, 19, 53, 54] and theoretical [55, 56, 57, 58] studies. In Chapter 8 we
will go beyond the independent-particle picture and address this problem by using
the time-dependent local density approximation (TDLDA) formalism.

3.5 Cluster size e ect and comparison with band structure codes
We also analyzed the importance of multiple scattering on the density of states and
XANES. We found that the size of the cluster needed to obtain reliable results for
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Figure 3.10: L3 edge XANES of Cu, calculations are done for a cluster of 177 atoms
(solid line), 87 atoms (dashes) and 43 atoms (dots).
the scattering potential is typically less than 40 atoms ( rst and second and third
neighbor shells). For the density of states and XANES, a cluster of 100 atoms is
usually sucient to reproduce all major features, but a larger cluster is often needed
to account for all ne details of the spectrum, see Fig. 3.10.
The results of FEFF8 are in excellent agreement with the results of full potential
ground-state band structure methods [59]. In Fig. 3.11 we show the comparison for the
d density of states calculated using FEFF8 and LAPW code WIEN97 [6]. Agreement
between FEFF8 and WIEN97 calculations of XAS is also good [48]. Moreover, our
calculations often produce better results for DOS and XANES at higher energies,
where standard band-structure approaches fail due to their limitation on the number
of basis states that could be taken into calculations.
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Figure 3.11: d-projected DOS in Cu calculated using FEFF8 (solid line) and LAPW
code WIEN97 (dashes).
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Chapter 4

INTERPRETATION OF X-RAY MAGNETIC CIRCULAR
DICHROISM AND X-RAY ABSORPTION NEAR EDGE
STRUCTURE IN NI
In this Chapter, we use theoretical calculations to interpret various spectral features in XANES and XMCD at the Ni L2;3 edges [60]. Ni is a particularly instructive
case for comparing theory and experiment among 3d elements, because the L2 and L3
edges are well separated by about 17.5 eV, the maximum separation possible for ferromagnetic 3d metals. This separation permits a detailed investigation of the region
between the edges, where several interesting features are observed.

4.1 Interpretation of the experimental data: atomic multiplets vs multiple scattering
XANES and XMCD of Ni L2;3 edges have been studied previously both for bulk Ni
[61, 62, 63] and for lms [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. For example, these spectra have been
used to investigate changes in electronic structure as a function of lm thickness in
Ni/Cu [64], Ni/Fe [65], Ni/Co/Cu [66], and Ni/Pt [67] lms. Similarly, modi cation
of the electronic structure by stepwise oxidation has been investigated [68]. Several
interesting features are observed in the XMCD signal, including an extended negative
plateau between the L2 and L3 edges, and notable satellite structures at 3 and 6 eV
above the L3 edge. However, an unambiguous interpretation of these features has been
lacking. For example, it is not clear whether the shape and area of the L3 white line
in XAS is determined only by one-electron processes or whether multiplet transitions
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and other many-particle excitations [69, 70, 71] also contribute to the overall intensity.
To answer these questions it is important to understand the absorption cross-section
in detail and to evaluate separately the contributions from single- and many-particle
excitations.
Several di erent approaches are currently used to calculate XAS, each of which
stresses di erent aspects of the electronic structure. Here we consider both atomicmultiplet [72, 73, 74] (AM) and real space multiple scattering (RSMS) approaches
[7, 34, 75]. AM calculations generally reproduce experimental results close to the
L2;3 edges of transition metals [74]. However, the AM theory quickly becomes less
reliable several eV away from the edges. For example, attempts to interpret the 6
eV satellite in terms of multiplet e ects [66, 72, 73, 74] were inconclusive. Within
the AM approach, the treatment of the atomic environment is greatly simpli ed,
and usually reduced to one or more crystal eld parameters determined by tting to
experiment. In addition, this approach contains only localized atomic orbitals and,
therefore, fails to reproduce the XANES above about 6 eV of the edge, where the
contribution from transitions to delocalized (i.e., continuum) d-states is dominant.
On the other hand, the ab initio RSMS approach treats the atomic environment in
terms of multiple-scattering without adjustable parameters, and generally gives good
agreement with experiment for 3d transition metals, except very close to the edge.
As discussed previously [69, 75, 76], the 6 eV satellite in XANES is reproduced by
one-electron calculations. In particular, this peak has been attributed to a critical
point in the band structure, and is therefore associated with multiple scattering.
Here we reanalyze all spectral features observed in high resolution experimental data
using both AM and RSMS [7] calculations, and thereby derive an interpretation that
encompasses both single-electron theory and many-body multiplet e ects.
In the previous Chapters we discussed the single-electron theory of x-ray absorption. Here let us start with the many-body expression for the x-ray absorption coef-
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cient:

j (E )  jhI j

X
i;F

~ i  ~ ei~k~rjF ij2(E EF + EI ):

(4.1)

where jI i and jF i are many-body N particle wave functions for the initial (I) and
nal (F) states of the system. For an atomic system one can calculate approximate
many-body states, e.g., as linear combinations of Slater determinants. For high energy continuum states, the atomic calculations are well represented with a separable
approximation: i.e., the nal N particle wave function jF i = jf ijFN0 1i is a product of
a single-electron photoelectron wave function jf i and an N 1 particle wave function
jF 0i, where the prime denotes quantities in the presence of a core-hole. This approximation works well far above threshold, but ignores the e ect of neighboring atoms
and many-body e ects. However, these problems can be corrected for by including
various multiplet states and by introducing crystal elds to simulate the e ect of the
environment. In this work we use the AM code of de Groot [74] to treat such e ects.
On the other hand multi-atom, one-electron theories (e.g., band structure or RSMS)
account well for the e ect of the environment on the nal state wave function jf i
without any parameters, but usually neglect multiplet splitting e ects.

4.2 Real space multiple scattering calculations
The spin-dependent relativistic calculations reported here are done using the real
space Green's function code FEFF8 [7]. In the RSMS method the x-ray absorption
coecient j for a given edge j and polarization  can be obtained from the spindependent, one-electron density matrix ^(x; x0; E ) = Im G(x0; x; E ),

j (E )  hj j^  ~r 0 ^(x; x0; E ) ^  ~r jj i(E EF ) ;

(4.2)

where jj i is the core state, EF is the Fermi energy, ^ is the x-ray polarization vector,
and x = (~r; s) denotes space and spin variables.
A fully relativistic theory for magnetic systems involves coupled equations [77,
78] which greatly increases the computational e ort and complexity of the problem.
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However, the problem can be greatly simpli ed by using an interpolative approach of
Ankudinov and Rehr [24]. The x-ray absorption process involves two steps. First, a
photoelectron is produced from a deep core level. Second, the photoelectron propagate
and scatters on other atoms in a material. A relativistic approach including spin-orbit
(SO) interaction is often needed for an accurate description of the rst step (dipole
matrix elements and core excitation energies), which depend on the structure of the
inner core of atoms and on photon polarization. The second step is essentially nonrelativistic in nature, even for photoelectrons of moderate kinetic energy (1000 eV).
As a results of this separation, it is possible to simplify the treatment of relativistic
spin dependent XAS calculations.
The key features of the interpolative approach of Ankudinov and Rehr are: 1)
a fully relativistic treatment of atomic properties and dipole matrix elements via
the Dirac equation, which is solved for j = `  1=2 orbitals in spin-up and -down
potentials; 2) interpolation between the above four solutions of the Dirac equation
via Clebsch-Gordon (CG) coecients; 3) a non-relativistic treatment of propagation
based on the spin-dependent MS expansion; 4) semi-relativistic t-matrices.
Within this approach the expression for XAS is directly analogous to the nonrelativistic spin-independent form, apart from additional spin-indices:
X
(!) = 4! c Im
hijd jRJsi
(4.3)
i;Js;J s
i
h
i2ks Js;J s + ei(js+j s )GscJs;J s (! + i) hRJ s jd jii(! + i ) ;
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

where J = (j; mj ) and ks is the wave number relative to the spin-dependent mun
tin potential. Equation 4.3 look exactly the same as the nonrelativistic MS expression
given by Eq. 2.10.
As is conventional in MS theory described in Chapter 2, the Green's function
GJs;J s is represented in an angular momentum basis and can be separated into central
and scattering parts, GJs;J s = GcJs Js;J s + ei(js+j s )GscJs;J s . The Green's function
GscJs;J s can be calculated using the non-relativistic quantities GscLs;L s and the Clebsh0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0
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Gordan coecients as follows

GscJs;J s (E ) = hJ jLS iGscLs;L s (E )hL0S 0jJ 0i
0

0

0

(4.4)

0

The propagator GscLs;L s can be calculated using MS theory described in Chapter 2,
Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 (with addition of spin indexes). In the MS expansion formula for
GscLs;L s , Eq. 2.22, the free propagators G0Ls;L1 s can be calculated non-relativistically.
In the same MS expansion one can use semi-relativistic scattering t-matrices
`+1
X=2
hLS jJ i tjs +2 tjs hJ jL0S 0i`;` ;
tLs;L s =
(4.5)
j =` 1=2
2ijs
tjs = e 4i k 1
s
This is a good approximation, since the scattering of electrons with moderate kinetic
energy is dominated by the region where SO is small. The calculations of js are
based on Loucks Eq. 4-87 [79].
We note that the Ankudinov-Rehr approach used here becomes exact if either SO
or spin-dependent interaction is zero. It can be proved [36] that this approach, like
the coupled equation approach, is correct up to second order in perturbation theory.
The RSMS calculations here are carried out for initial (ground) state potentials,
rather than with a core hole. As we discussed in Chapter 2, for 3d transition metals
and systems with more than half- lled d-bands, such initial state calculations usually give better agreement with experiment than calculations done with nal state
potentials (with a core hole).
0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

4.3 Results and Discussion
Fig. 4.3 shows the Ni L2;3 XANES obtained from experiment and RSMS theory.
Although the overall shape is in reasonable agreement, the amplitude discrepancies are
due mostly to the approximate treatment of Debye-Waller factors in the calculations.
Fig. 4.3 also shows the results of AM calculations obtained by using the AM code
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of de Groot [74]. There is is an important di erence between our AM calculation
and those reported in [72, 73]. In [72, 73], and following papers, see e.g. [66], the
ground state con guration of Ni was assumed to be a superposition of d8, d9 and
d10 con gurations. The relative weights were determined by tting calculated XAS
and XMCD spectra to experiment. Comparisons between theory and experiment were
based on the assumption that the 6 eV satellite is due to multiplet e ects. As a result,
the weight of the d8 con guration was obtained to be around 15-20%. However, if the
6 eV feature is due MS from the environment, as we would like to argue here, then
a di erent set of the con guration weights would certainly be more appropriate. The
hole count analysis of the experimental L3;2 absorption in Ni presented in Chapters 6
and 7 shows that the atomic con guration must be much close the d8 con guration
than to any of the con gurations reported in [72, 73]. Thus, we chose to perform
AM calculations based a single d8 con guration, and results are plotted in Fig. 4.3.
The 3 eV satellite is clearly seen in the AM calculations, and corresponds to the
asymmetric shape (or shoulder) on the white line of the of experimental XAS. Since
the AM theory only takes into account contributions from localized atomic states,
the absorption coecient calculated using AM theory quickly goes to zero at higher
energies.
The XMCD signal calculated by FEFF8 for a cluster of 50 atoms and measured in
experiment are shown in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.3 we blow up the energy scale to show the
region between L3 and L2 absorption edges. A bigger cluster does not produce any
signi cant changes, but for a 13 atom cluster (short dashes in Fig. 4.3) with only a
single coordination shell, the 6 eV feature is missing. Ni L-shell XANES and XMCD
in lms has been studied in various works [64, 66]. The overall agreement between
experiment and theory for XMCD is good, except that again (Fig. 4.3, 4.3) the RSMS
calculations miss the 3 eV peak. From Fig. 4.3 it is clear that such a peak can arise
from AM splitting of the main peak. Hence this appears to be a many-body feature
which one cannot expect to obtain from broadened one-electron calculations. The
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Figure 4.1: L2;3 edge XANES in Ni, as calculated by RSMS (dashes) and AM theory
(short dashes) and from experiment (solid).
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Figure 4.2: L2;3 edge XMCD in Ni, as calculated by RSMS (dashes) and from experiment (solid).
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Figure 4.3: L3 edge XMCD in Ni, as calculated by RSMS (dashes) and from experiment (solid). Also shown RSMS calculations for a small cluster of 13 atoms (short
dashes).

intensity of the main peak or white line dominates the sum rules for orbital and spin
moments, and hence the integrated intensity of the white line in XMCD is roughly
proportional to the spin moment.
In some works, both the 3 eV and 6 eV satellites have been assigned to multiplets
[66]. In this interpretation, the satellites correspond to transitions to singlet (6 eV)
and triplet (3 eV) states of the nal 2p53d9 con guration, split by the core-valence exchange interaction. The singlet state cannot be reached from a triplet 3d8 initial state
unless one allows spin- ip transitions due to the 2p spin-orbit interaction. A related
investigation was conducted in case of photoemission [80]. We believe, however, that
the e ect of spin- ip transitions is negligible in this case, and present evidence that
the 6 eV satellite is predominantly a multiple scattering e ect. For the 3 eV satellite, however, the multiplet explanation is reasonable, and its presence is indicative
of limitations of one-electron theory.
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Figure 4.4: Calculated L2;3 XMCD of Ni (dashes) and a smooth atomic background
XMCD signal (solid line).
Both the 6 eV feature in XANES and the zero in the XMCD signal at about 6 eV
are correctly reproduced by our RSMS calculations. Within MS theory, these features
can be viewed as the e ect of multiple scattering from the environment (dashes in
Fig. 4.3) on top of a smooth atomic background signal (solid line). The importance of
multiple scattering in magnetic L-edge EXAFS of 3d elements was previously noticed
[81]. From XMCD theory the XMCD signal is the di erence in XAS between spin-up
and spin-down components, i.e., +  . Thus zeros in XMCD can be interpreted
as the energies where the spin-up DOS is equal to spin-down DOS, while the extrema
correspond to energies where the spin-up and -down DOS have the largest di erences.
Alternatively one can say that the XMCD signal is proportional to the derivative of
the XAS, so the zeros of the XMCD correspond to peaks in the XAS.
It has been observed that the 6 eV feature disappears in case of very thin lms.
This observation is consistent with our interpretation, and since it results from a reduction of the multiple-scattering contribution due to an e ectively reduced cluster
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size (Fig. 4.3 short dashes). Thus we feel that the disappearance of the negative spin
polarization at about 6 eV seen in experiment is due to spin dependent destructive interference from multiple scattering. The RSMS theory also predicts a small oscillation
at about 8 eV above L3 edge in both the XAS and XMCD due to multiple-scattering;
however, experimental noise makes this feature dicult to observe conclusively.
The extended negative (positive) tail in the XMCD above L3 (L2 ) edges is well
reproduced by RSMS calculations. The existence of such tails is not surprising within
the derivative interpretation of XMCD. Since the atomic background absorption
should become small at high energies, one expects to have smooth tails above L3
(L2) edges. In Fig. 4.3 it seems that the negative tail (plateau) between L3 and L2
edges is slightly more pronounced in experiment than in theory. However, this discrepancy might be due in part to overlap with L2 edge, and theory allows one to
disentangle these edges. The broadening of the L2 theoretical spectrum with only the
core-hole lifetime gives too big a signal in the region below the L2 edge, and this in
turn, kills the negative tail coming from L3 edge. So instead of looking at the combined L2 and L3 signals, it is probably better to consider only the L3 edge, as shown
in Fig. 4.3. One sees that the theoretical XMCD signal for the L3 edge alone clearly
has a negative tail that extends up to  15 eV above the edge, and it is clear that
this smooth signal is dominated by the atomic background contribution, see Fig. 4.3.
A common explanation for the negative plateau between the L3 and L2 edges is the so
called \di use magnetism" [62, 82], i.e. the contribution from delocalized s-electrons.
We tested this hypothesis using RSMS calculations with only nal d-states (i.e., without s-contributions), but did not see any di erence within the line width in Figs. 4.3
and 4.3. This failure of the \di use magnetism" interpretation is perhaps not unexpected, at least for bulk systems. For bulk fcc Ni, s-states can contribute as much
as 7% to the total spin moment [83]. However, the matrix element for transitions to
s-states is about an order of magnitude smaller than that for transitions to d states.
In addition, the matrix elements are smooth functions of energy and, as a result, the
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contribution from s-states is evenly distributed in an extended energy range, and not
just in a 5-10 eV interval between L2 and L3 edges. Therefore, we conclude that
the observed negative plateau between L3 and L2 edges and, similarly, the extended
positive tail above L2 edge is due to transitions to spin-polarized continuum d-states.
Our RSMS calculations also show that the unoccupied part of the d density of states
has long tails extending up to  15 eV, i.e. much broader than one would expect for a
single atom. For this reason, AM codes cannot reproduce them, even with substantial
crystal elds. Such long tails in XANES are important for an accurate application of
the sum rules, since the L3 plateau is small, but not negligible near the main L2 peak.

4.4 Conclusions
Theoretical calculations can play an important role in the analysis of XANES and
XMCD experiment, allowing one to disentangle various contributions to the experimental signal, e.g., one-electron and multi-electron features, or transitions from p to s
and from p to d states. We have shown that one-electron RSMS simulations for Ni L3
edge XMCD and XAS reproduce all spectral features in experiment, with the notable
exception of the 3 eV satellite. This feature has been traced to a multiplet e ect
based on simulations with the AM code [74]. The main white line peak in the spectra is clearly due to transitions to the unoccupied spin-down 3d-states. The smooth
background gives rise to a smooth plateau in XMCD, which is traced to transitions
to delocalized d-states. The 6 eV peak is assigned to multiple scattering from the
environment at intermediate range; indeed, three coordination shells are needed to
simulate the peak. The zero in the XMCD signal at 6 eV is attributed to a cancelation
between the central atom and multiple scattering contributions. Additional insight
can be achieved by the observation that the L2;3 XMCD is proportional to the di erence in absorption between spin-up and spin-down electrons (neglecting small SO in
nal state). With such an interpretation one immediately expects a smooth plateau
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from the central atom, and also rough proportionality of XMCD to the derivative of
the XANES with energy. Although we have analyzed in detail only the XANES and
XMCD for Ni, similar results are expected to hold for Co in Ni/Co lms [84], and in
related materials.
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Chapter 5

X-RAY ABSORPTION NEAR EDGE STRUCTURE OF NI
INTERMETALLIC MATERIALS
Binary intermetallic compounds that contain a transition metal and a group-III
metal display interesting electronic and magnetic properties. For instance, Ni3Al
demonstrates weak itinerant ferromagnetism with Tc = 41 K and a very small magnetic moment [85], while Ni3Ga is an exchange enhanced paramagnetic metal [86],
and Ni3In and NiGa are non-magnetic. Such compounds are excellent systems for
studying the transition metal d bands, since group-III metals contribute only s-p
states to the valence band.
While there were numerous XANES studies of bulk Ni metal and Ni thin lms,
XANES study of Ni intermetallic compounds, other than Ni-Al, is much less reported.
The Ni L3 near-edge structures in Ni3Al were measured by electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [87] and XANES [88, 89]. EELS spectra of Ni3Al were theoretically
calculated [90] by using band-structure method, but agreement with experimental
data seems to be far from satisfactory. Muller et al. [91] and Chang et al. [89] used
measured Ni L3 edge white-line intensities to study charge transfer and hybridization
e ects in Ni3Al. Though experimental Ni L3-edge XANES spectra of Ni3Al, Ni3Ga,
and NiGa have been reported previously [88], detailed theoretical analysis is still lacking. As in the case of Ni metal, several interesting features were observed in the L3
and L2-edge XANES spectra of these intermetallic compounds. However, a clear and
detailed interpretation of those features is missing.
As we already discussed in Chapter 4, there are two di erent approaches used to
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analyze XANES spectra of transition metals and related systems. One is based on
atomic multiplet model [72, 74], and the other is based on single-electron multiplescattering (MS) theory. In many cases, particular in photoemission experiments on
Ni intermetallic compounds [92], photoemission valence band spectra are analyzed in
terms of multiple particle excitations. Similarly, multiplet approach was used by Hsu
et al. [93] in the case of intermetallic compounds.
In this Chapter we make a detailed comparison between the experimental and
theoretical XANES spectra of Ni3Al, Ni3Ga, Ni3In, and NiGa, and show that the
theoretical XANES spectra of these materials can be explained within single-electron
approach [94].

5.1 Calculation details
The calculations reported here were done in the absence of a core hole (the initialstate rule), i.e. with both the initial and nal states represented by the ground-state
wave functions. As in case of pure Ni, our calculations for 3d intermetallic compounds
show that the initial state calculations are in better agreement with experiment than
calculations done with nal state potentials. A typical cluster size used in the calculation is about 170 atoms (up to the sixth shell). It was checked that doing full
MS calculation for a larger cluster does not produce any signi cant changes in the
absorption spectra. Transitions to both d and s states are included. The lattice
constants of these materials used in the calculation are given in the third column
in 5.1, along with their crystal structure. Ni3Al, Ni3Ga, and Ni3In have the cubic L12
structure isotypic with Cu3Au, NiGa has the B2 structure isotypic with CsCl [95].
It was reported [96] that Ni3In has the ordered DO19 structure isotypic with Ni3Sn.
However, the XANES spectrum of Ni3In calculated using this latter structure results
in much worse agreement with the experimental spectrum than using the cubic L12
structure for Ni3In.
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Table 5.1: Crystal structure and lattice constant for Ni3Al, Ni3Ga, Ni3In, and NiGa
material crystal a(
A)
Ni3Al
L12 3.568
Ni3Ga
L13 3.576
Ni3In
L12 3.75
NiGa
B2 2.895

5.2 Comparison with experiment and discussions
The experimental and theoretical Ni L2;3 XANES spectra for Ni3AI, Ni3Ga, Ni3In,
and NiGa are displayed in Figs. 5.1- 5.4 in which the zero energy corresponds to the
Fermi level of the respective Ni L3 absorption edge. The experimental data were
normalized to theory in the region 10 - 20 eV above the Ni L2 edge.
Overall, we nd a good agreement between theory and experiment. With exception of NiGa, all major features of the absorption coecients, as well as white-line
positions and intensities, are well reproduced. Small discrepancies in peak positions
and intensities might be due to approximate treatment of Debye-Waller factors, or
due to use of mun-tin approximation in calculations of the scattering potentials. We
note that in our calculations, most of the features observed in XANES spectra are
reproduced by single-electron MS calculations. For example, the theoretical XANES
spectrum for Ni3Al well reproduces the three experimental peaks at approximately 4,
7, and 9.5 eV above the Ni L3-edge white line, and the peak at 3.6 eV above the Ni
L2 edge white line. The same features are present in the calculated XANES spectra
for Ni3Ga and Ni3In, though less pronounced and in less agreement with the experimental data for the peak positions. Thus, the MS single electron theory is successful
in calculating the XANES spectra of intermetallic compounds. We note that the
double-peak structure found for NiAl [87, 90] is not observed in NiGa. We also note
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Figure 5.1: L2;3 edge XANES of Ni3Al, solid line a represent the results of calculations,
long dashes is experimental data.
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Figure 5.2: L2;3 edge XANES of Ni3Ga, solid line a represent the results of calculations, long dashes is experimental data.
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Figure 5.3: L2;3 edge XANES of Ni3In, solid line a represent the results of calculations,
long dashes is experimental data.
that the theoretically calculated (E ) of NiGa disagrees with experimental XANES
data. The approximation that we use in treatment of structural disorder may not
be adequate for the NiGa sample, which was reported to have a high concentration
of anti-structure defects [93]. Anti-structure defects reduce MS contribution to the
absorption coecient. As a result, the experimental XANES spectrum for NiGa is
in better agreement with the smooth atomic background absorption 0(E ) than with
(E ), see Fig. 5.4. However, both theoretical spectra underestimate the Ni L3 edge
white-line intensity for NiGa by roughly 20%.
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Figure 5.4: L2;3 edge XANES of NiGa, solid line and short dashes represent calculated
smooth background absorption 0(E ) and full absorption (E ) respectively, long
dashes is experimental data.
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Chapter 6

NORMALIZATION AND CONVERGENCE OF X-RAY
ABSORPTION SUM RULES
X-ray absorption (XAS) and related spectroscopies are powerful tools for studying electronic and magnetic properties of solids. For example, x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) and x-ray linear dichroism (XLD) are used for studies of magnetic properties ranging from magnetic anisotropy [13] to the exchange interaction
[97, 98, 99]. The XMCD and XLD signals are directly related to the spin and orbital
polarization of the nal state and have unique element speci c properties. Several
sum rules that relate integrated XAS intensities to properties such as spin and orbital
magnetic moments have been derived, [23, 75, 100, 101] which have attracted considerable interest [62, 63, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106]. In principle, these sum rules provide
a way of determining these properties from experiment { information often hard to
obtain with other techniques.
However, current methods for applying the sum rules have a number of theoretical and experimental diculties which limit their accuracy and utility [102, 103, 104].
These include the problems of hole-count normalization and the diculty of subtracting delocalized states. In particular, one of the problems with the usual approach for
applying the sum rules to experiment lies in the crude ad hoc modeling the delocalized
background contribution to the XAS by step-functions [62, 63, 105, 106] to determine
hole counts, which can introduce uncontrolled errors in the analysis. In this approach
the integrated intensity of an appropriate linear combination of XAS signals gives,
after subtracting this background, the ratio of a particular operator expectation value
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to the number of holes Nh, (e.g., hSz i=Nh and hLz i=Nh ). Thus to obtain results for
spin hSz i and orbital moments hLz i, one needs a priori the value of Nh. This number
Nh = 2(2l + 1) Nl , where Nl is the number of occupied states of angular momentum l, is typically taken from independent theoretical calculations or measurements
on model systems, and hence contains various systematic errors [107, 108]. Other
diculties are the use of a nite cuto energy for the integration and the e ect of
core-hole and many-body e ects.
In this Chapter, we introduce a quantitative procedure which overcomes most
of the above diculties, and simpli es the application of the sum rules to extract
physical quantities from experiment [14]. Our approach to this inverse problem is
based on a generalization of relations between XAS spectra and electronic structure,
and yields analogous relations between the spectral densities of various operators and
linear combinations of XAS spectra, together with additional steps to normalize the
spectra and ensure convergence. These relations are calculated here using the ab
initio real space Green's function code FEFF8, [7] which permits simultaneous, selfconsistent calculations of both XAS and electronic structure. Tests show that our
method is accurate to within a few percent, while the standard approach, even for an
ideal one-electron test case, can signi cantly overestimate spin and orbital moments.

6.1 Relation between XAS and DOS
The basic idea behind our approach comes from the well known relations between XAS
(E ) and angular momentum projected density of states (LDOS) (E ), [91, 109]

(E ) = (E ) (E ) ;

(6.1)

where (E ) is a smoothly varying function
(E ) = 0(E ) :
0 (E )

(6.2)
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This relation follows from the fact that both (E ) and (E ) are matrix elements of the
same one-body density operator ^(E ) = ( 1=)Im G(E ), where G(E ) = 1=(E H
) is the single particle Green's function operator, H is the nal state Hamiltonian,
and  the electron self-energy which implicitly contains most of the relevant manybody e ects in our e ective one-particle formalism. To determine the ratio (E ), we
note that multiple scattering (MS) theory [7] yields analogous relations for the XAS
and the LDOS,

(E ) = 0(E )[1 + (E )] ;
(E ) = 0(E )[1 + (E )] :

(6.3)

Here 0(E ) and 0(E ) are the smoothly varying (embedded) atomic contributions [30],
while (E ) is the ne structure or XAFS due to MS from the environment. Thus,
provided the LDOS is calculated with the same potential as for XAS, the ne structure
[1 + (E )] in Eq. 6.3 cancels in the ratio, yielding the expression in Eq. 6.1 with (E )
given by Eq. 6.2. This proviso cannot be taken for granted due to core-hole and
many-body e ects. For example, the XAS naturally includes nal state broadening
due to core hole lifetime and photoelectron self energy shifts as well as a broadened
Fermi factor, which are unavoidable in experiment. Another complication arises from
the di erence between the initial (ground state) and nal state Hamiltonians, due to
the creation of a screened core hole in the XAS process [16, 50, 58]. It has even been
argued that such many-body e ects can make the sum rules, as originally derived,
questionable [58]. However, since (E ) is smooth, these e ects may be expected to
have negligible e ects on integrated quantities, thus preserving the generality of the
sum rules as originally derived. As a fully quantitative treatment of core-hole e ects
on XAS is not yet developed, calculations are typically carried out in two limits,
namely for static initial and nal state potentials. Here the calculations are done
using initial state, see Chapters 3, 4. In any case, these additional many body e ects
can be largely simulated by replacing Eq. 6.1 with a convolution  = A   where A
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represents a quasi-particle spectral density. As a result, the broadened LDOS (E )
obtained from XAS by Eq. 6.1 di ers somewhat from the ground state LDOS, which
contains no self-energy or core-hole e ects at all. Moreover, it may be possible to
obtain an estimate for (E ) closer to the ground state LDOS, e.g., by using the
ground state function 0(E ) in the ratio (E ), since the e ect of the core-hole on
scattering is small, i.e., 0  , where the prime denotes quantities calculated with a
core-hole.
Unlike the LDOS or the XAS, which both contain XAFS, the smooth atomic ratio (E ), is a local quantity which is more transferable and hence can be accurately
calculated theoretically even for complex systems, for which band structure calculations are not routinely available. For this purpose we use the FEFF8 code [7], which
permits quantitative calculations of XAS up to very high energies (of order 1000 eV
above threshold). In Fig. 6.1 we show the ratio (E ) and smoothly varying atomic
contributions 0(E ) and 0(E ). To show the similarity between XANES and DOS,
in Fig. 6.1 we plot 0 (E ) calculated without the Fermi function cuto (E EF ). It
is interesting to note that the variation of (E ) comes from the energy dependence
in the radial states Rl and is independent of the normalization of Rl or atomic-XAFS
e ects [30]. To see this, note that (E ) / jM j2=N depends on the ratio of the inteR
grals jM (E )j2 = j dr c(r)rRl (r; E )j2, c(r) being the core state wave function, and
R
N (E ) = drjRl (r; E )j2. Since each is bilinear in radial wave function Rl(r; E ), (E )
is independent of normalization, even though Rl can exhibit strong peaks due to the
localized d-bands, etc. Analysis shows that the energy dependence comes from the
di erence in the e ective range of integration. The integral for M is essentially cuto
by the radius of the core state, which is of order 1=Z where Z is the e ective nuclear
charge. However, the integral for N (E ) extends to the Norman (or Seitz) radius RN ,
de ned by overall charge neutrality of the embedded atom. As a result N (E ) and
hence the embedded atomic LDOS (E ) acquires a weak oscillatory behavior of the
form sin(2kRN l + 2l))=2kRN (see Fig. 6.1), due to the oscillatory behavior of
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Figure 6.1: Smoothly varying (embedded) atomic contributions 0(E ) (solid line) and
0(E ) (dashes). Also shown is the atomic-like ratio (E ) (short dashes).

Rl(r) near RN [30].
The agreement between theory and experiment in the extended energy region permits an accurate normalization of experimental data from theoretical spectra. This is
hard to do with conventional quantum chemistry or band-structure electronic structure codes, which are typically limited to 30-50 eV above threshold. Then from
Eq. 6.1, one extracts the normalized unoccupied LDOS. This method has the advantages over the usual approach in that it does not involve either a separation into
localized and delocalized parts or an integration with an arbitrary cuto . The basic
idea is illustrated for the L3 edge of fcc Cu in Fig. 6.2, where the experimental L3 XAS
multiplied by the theoretical (E ) function calculated by FEFF8, is transformed into
the normalized, unoccupied dDOS. For comparison, Fig. 6.2 also shows the ground
state dDOS for a cluster of about 200 atoms calculated with initial state potentials.
The good agreement between these results above the Fermi energy demonstrates that
our procedure is justi ed. As anticipated, the discrepancies are due to nal state
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Figure 6.2: dDOS (short dashes) for fcc Cu obtained from the experimental L3 absorption spectrum (solid line) by multiplying  by the theoretical (E ) function (dashes),
and for comparison the theoretical ground state dDOS (dots)
broadening e ects and Debye-Waller factors.

6.2 Magnetic XAS and sum rules
We now generalize this basic idea to physical quantities in magnetic XAS that can be
obtained from the spin-dependent one-electron density matrix ^(x; x0; E ), where x =
(~r; s) denotes space and spin variables. For example, the x-ray absorption coecient
j for a given edge j = K; L1; L2; : : : and polarization  is

j (E ) = C hj j^  ~r 0 ^(x0; x; E ) ^  ~r jj i(E EF ) ;

(6.4)

where C is a constant, jj i is the core state, EF the Fermi energy, and ^ the x-ray
polarization vector. Similarly, by applying the XAS sum rules, the ground state
expectation values of various one-electron operators hO^ i, e.g., hSz i or hLz i, can be
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calculated in terms of ^,

Z EF

hO^ i =

dE Tr O^ ^ :

1

(6.5)

From MS theory the density operator ^(x0; x; E ) can be separated into central atom
and scattering terms and, in the LS representation, is

X

^(x0; x; E ) =

RL s ( r 0 ; E )
L;L
 [L s ;Ls + L s ;Ls(E )]R Ls(r; E ) :
0 0

0

0

0

0

(6.6)

0

Here L = (l; m), RL(r; E ) = ilRl(r; E )Ylm (^r) and RL = i lRl(r; E )Ylm(^r) are regular
solutions of Schrodinger (Dirac) equation. It usually suces to retain only l = lc + 1
transitions (lc being the initial core state orbital momentum), as the l = lc 1 transition is much weaker. In the sum rules of interest here, three linear combinations of
polarized absorption measurements, de ned respectively as j (E ), play an important
1

xmcd  1  1 ; and
role: the polarization average avg
j  3  j ; the XMCD signal j
j
j
1
1
0
the linear dichroic (XLD) signal xld
j  (j 2j + j )=2. If the trace of an operator
over a complete LS shell is zero, one can change the limits of integration in Eq. 6.5 to
[EF ; 1]. In such cases (e.g., for Sz ), one can obtain ground state expectation values
from unoccupied spectra. These absorption coecients are each associated with a
corresponding set of operators O^j (Table 6.1) and have similar decompositions in
terms of central atom and scattering parts as follows

X
j
ss0 (E )
[Ls;L s + Ls;L s ]OLs;L
s
ss
l;m;m
Z1 X
X
j
dE ss0 (E )
[Ls;L s + Ls;L s ]OLs;L
h Oj i =
s ;

j (E ) =

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EF

(6.7)

0

ss

l;m;m

0

0

0

0

0

(6.8)

0

j
0 0
where the expectation values OLs;L
s = hLS jO^j jL S i [23]. Thus the polarization
average data contains information about N^h and L~  S~ ; XMCD, the orbital and spin
moments; and XLD, the quadrupole moment Q^ zz and a linear combination of two
other operators R^zz and P^zz [110].
0

0
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Table 6.1: Operators O^j for K { N5 edges: N^h = 2(2l +1) Pml;ms jlml; msihlml; msj
Q^ zz = 12 [3L2z l(l + 1)]; X^zz = (2l2 3l + 1)P^zz +6R^zz ; P^zz = 21 (3Lz Sz L~  S~ );
R^zz = 14 [5Lz L~  S~ Lz [l(l + 1) 2] L~  S~ [2l(l + 1) + 1]Lz Sz ].
=
KL1M1
L2M2
L3M3
M4N4
M5N5

avg
xmcd
xld
3Lz
3Q^ zz
N^h
1^
3
1Q
^
N^h + L~  S~
2 Lz + 2Sz + 7Tz
2 zz + 5 Xzz
1 ^
1Q
^
N^h 12 L~  S~ 23 Lz Sz 72 Tz
2 zz 10 Xzz
N^h + 23 L~  S~ Lz + 4Sz + 12Tz 15 Q^ zz 251 X^zz
1Q
2 ^
^
N^h 49 L~  S~ Lz 43 Sz 4Tz
5 zz + 75 Xzz

Now, by making the reasonable approximation that the atomic ratios have negligible dependence on spin, we obtain linear relations connecting the various sum rules
with polarization dependent XAS, i.e.,

hO^j i 
=

Z1
EF

dE j (E )j (E ) :

(6.9)

This approximation is justi ed because the ratios j (E ) are smooth (Fig. 6.1), and
values of exchange splittings are relatively small.
There are, however, a few minor technical diculties in applying this procedure.
One complication is due to the spin-orbit interaction [78, 111]: transitions to both
d5=2 and d3=2 states are allowed at the L3 edge, but only to d3=2 states at the L2 edge.
This complication can be avoided, for purposes of comparing theory to experiment, by
assuming that the nal state wave function is purely of d5=2 character when calculating
0 for the L3 edge; theoretical tests show that this approximation gives negligible error.
Second, since it is impractical to remove nal state broadening from XAS, its e ect
is accounted for simply by calculating both 0 and 0 including such broadening.
This is done by Lorentzian convolutions of the XAS and LDOS with L[f (E )] =
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R 1 dE 0 f (E 0)( =)=[(E E 0)2 + 2]. Thus we obtain as a generalization of =  = ,
0 0
EF
R EF dE  (E )
L
[

0
j 0 (E )] Vint
(6.10)
j (E ) =
L[0(E )] RVEintF dE j 0(E ) ;
where Vint is the interstitial potential, and j 0 is calculated with Rl in Eq. 6.6 for
a xed j 0 = j + 1 = l  1=2. The integral factors in Eq. 6.10 correct for small
spin-orbit e ects on 0. Thus the broadened, unoccupied LDOS is obtained from
XAS experiment by using Eq. 6.1 with j (E ) given by Eq. 6.10. Finally an additional
correction [102, 103, 104], should be added to correct for a nite cuto Ec instead of 1
in Eq. 6.9. This correction, e.g. for Sz , arises for nite exchange splitting Vx = V" V#
and nite LDOS 0, and is Sz  (1=2)0 Vx . Consider for example the spin density
S (E ) = 1=2[" (E ) #(E )]. With a nite cuto Ec , R E1F S (E )dE 6= REEFc S (E )dE .
The reason for this can be understood in the rigid band model: "(E ) = #(E + Vx ).
Thus the spin up DOS is basically the spin-down DOS shifted toward higher energies
by Vx. Since the DOS becomes constant 0 at high energies, one obtains
Z EF
Z Ec
S (E )dE 
S (E )dE + 12 0Vx
(6.11)
1
EF
However, at high energies Vx ! 0, and hence our in nite integration range sum
rules apply without such a correction. With a cuto below 100 eV this correction is
typically small, about 2-3 % for spin and less than 1% for orbital moment, but can
be estimated and taken into account.
Our nal procedure is summarized as follows:
1) Obtain experimental j signals.
2) Use calculated 0(E ) to match threshold and normalize experiment to the theoretical 0(E ) at about 50 eV above EF . Then transform the j into DOS units with
calculated j (E ).
3) Obtain expectation values hO^j i from the integrals in Eq. 6.9. Then, combine hO^j i
to obtain values of hSz i, and hLz i, hQ^ zz i, etc. (Table 6.1).
4) Add corrections for a nite cuto Ec , if needed.
0

0

0
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For example, from normalized XMCD at L2 and L3 edges, one obtains

hSz i + 72 hTz i = 13 [hO^Lxmcd i hO^Lxmcd i]

(6.12)

hLz i = 92 [2hO^Lxmcd i + hO^Lxmcd i]

(6.13)

3

and

3

2

2

Note that the factor of 2 in front of hO^Lxmcd
i is due to our normalization convention
3
for XAS and the operators in Table 6.1. For avg
j it may be dicult to use steps 3)
and 4), due to the slow decay of XAS with energy since Tr N^h 6= 0. This problem will
be addressed in Chapter 7. Note that the spin sum rule gives a linear combination
of hSz i and hTz i. The value of hTz i is small for bulk materials, but may be large for
lms. Thus one may also need theoretical simulations for hSz i and hTz i to separate
the two contributions.

6.3 Theoretical tests
To verify our procedure for XMCD we carried out a purely theoretical test for Ni.
Applying the standard approach [24], we used the same ground state density matrix
^ to calculate simultaneously hSz i, hLz i, hTz i and xmcd . Then we applied the above
procedure to the calculated XMCD spectrum (L3 and L2 separated). We obtain very
good agreement, with only about 1% error for hSz i and 3% error for hLz i between the
full calculation and our procedure. We nd, however, that without edge separation,
the value of hSz i with our approach would be underestimated by about 10%. Thus,
when edge separation is not or cannot be made, one can use this error estimate to
correct the results. We also compared the usual step-function background subtraction
procedure [62, 105, 63] to normalize the XMCD spectra and obtained results higher
by about 10% for hSz i, and hLz i. These results show that the standard sum-rule
procedure overestimates the contribution from delocalized states which, in turn, yields
signi cant overestimates of spin and orbital moments. Since this test was carried out

XAS and XMCD (MBarn/atom)
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Figure 6.3: Experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashes) L3;2 absorption spectrum
avg for Ni from FEFF8, and experimental XMCD spectrum xmcd (dots)
for one-electron calculations, for which many-body corrections are not in doubt, the
results imply that the standard procedure leads to larger errors than the approach
proposed in the present paper.

6.4 Application to experimental data
Finally we apply our method to obtain spin and orbital moments from polarized
XAS experiment for Ni, Co and Fe [112]. In Fig. 6.3 we plot both experimental
(normalized as described above) and theoretical L2;3 XAS spectra for Ni; results for
Co are similar. Then the corresponding L2 and L3 parts of the experimental XMCD
(Fig. 6.3), were multiplied by the corresponding j (E ) functions. Appropriate linear
combinations of the integrated intensities then gives hSz i and hLz i, yielding after
edge separation corrections, hSz i = 0:23; 0:73, and 0:83, and hLz i = 0:049; 0:132, and
0:094, for for Ni, Co, and Fe, respectively. We note that as one moves to metals
with smaller atomic number, the spin-orbit splitting becomes smaller, so that L2 and
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L3 edges overlap to a greater extent, and also local eld e ects [58] become more
important. As a result, it becomes more dicult to estimate the correction to spin
moments to correct for L2;3 edge overlap. As expected from the theoretical tests, the
moments obtained using our approach are 10 15% smaller than those obtained from
the standard sum rule procedure. This discrepancy has been corroborated [113], by
measurements of the total magnetic moment for Ni lms by XMCD and by polarized
neutron re ection. Their results from XMCD spectra normalized using the standard
step-function subtraction also turned out to be about 10% larger than those obtained
by polarized neutron re ection. Although results of the usual approach, especially
for the ratio hLz i=hSz i [105], are in better agreement with gyromagnetic data [114],
the precise relation between gyromagnetic and XMCD results is not clear, since the
former is based on a purely classical atomic picture and involves several assumptions
[115].

6.5 Transferability of the atomic ratio
As a test of the transferability of the atomic ratio (E ), we also performed calculations
for the CoPt alloy system [116]. Fig. 6.4 shows the good agreement between (E )
calculated for the Co L3 edge in Co metal and in a Co0:5Pt0:5 ordered alloy with
L10-type crystal structure.
To enable quantitative comparisons between the charge counts in Co metal and
CoPt alloys, which have quite di erent crystal structures, we xed the volume of
the Co cell in the CoPt alloy to that of the atomic sphere containing one atom in
Co metal. The agreement in Fig. 6.4 shows that (E ) calculated for Co metal can
be used to obtain Co hole counts for CoPt with less than 5% error. Thus, one can
tabulate the L3 and L2 (E ) functions to obtain hole counts in complex transition
metal systems. This transferable procedure yields cellular counts corresponding to
the volume of the atomic sphere used in the calculation of (E ), and avoids the need
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the theoretical ratios (E ) for Co metal (solid line)
and for CoPt alloy (dashes). For the alloy the atomic sphere volume of the Co was
set equal to that for Co metal.
for separate atomic calculations in every case.

6.6 Discussion
As noted above, we have veri ed that our procedure works well in the single electron
case. However, in XAS measurements, many body e ects are unavoidable. Thus signi cant changes in x-ray spectra are expected due to core-hole lifetime broadening,
self-energy, shake-up shake-down multielectron excitations, nal state photoelectron
- core hole interactions (multiplet e ects and edge singularities), and the screening of
the photon electric eld. Final state broadening and self-energy e ects are expected to
have small e ects on sum rules since they merely shift and broaden spectral features,
and are not expected to change integrated quantities. Screening of the photon eld
can modify the dipole matrix element and hence will change 0 and hence the 0=0
ratio, but not the applicability of the above procedure for spin and orbital moments.
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Also multielectron excitations, which usually have small e ects in XAS are expected
to shift oscillator strength, but not to change integrated quantities. The most challenging of these e ects for our sum rule normalization procedure is the presence of
multiplet splitting e ects in typical magnetic materials. The core-hole interaction
cannot change the unoccupied states, determined by the ground state, however the
energy of unoccupied state may change due to the core-hole interaction. However, this
e ect leads to an additional multiplet splitting of order 5 eV [117]. Since 0=0 ratio
is smooth on scale of 5 eV, such multiplet splitting cannot lead to signi cant errors.
We also note that the original sum rules were derived for atomic system including
multiplet and crystal- eld e ects, but excluding delocalized states. In the present paper we showed that previously used procedure to exclude delocalized states does not
work well and leads to signi cant, and uncontrolled errors, even for a single-electron
test. Thus the standard procedure cannot be expected to work well for many body
case either. Also the approximations in their original atomic derivation limits the
accuracy of the sum rules to a few percent, and the e ects omitted in the derivation,
will also lead to nite error.
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Chapter 7

HOLE COUNTS FROM X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRA
The determination of hole counts from x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) has been
of interest for many years, since the XAS is directly related to the nal state angular
momentum ` projected density of electron states (LDOS). In the 1970, the Pt white
line was related to the number of d-holes [9]. Later, a quantitative procedure to obtain such hole counts was proposed [118]. These methods are based on a tight-binding
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) picture and thus essentially give occupation numbers in terms of Mulliken counts. However, the procedure is complicated
by the presence of contributions to the XAS spectra from both localized orbitals and
delocalized atomic continuum states. Their separation is typically performed with an
ad hoc step-function subtraction of delocalized states [62, 63, 105, 106, 119]. Also the
procedure needs an a priori estimate of the number of holes or the reduced matrix
element for the p ! d transition. Thus a better approach is desirable.
The number of holes can be calculated theoretically in several ways, as reviewed
by Miller et al. [91]. These authors criticized cellular counts, since the separation of
space into cells is ambiguous, and argued in favor of a Mulliken analysis. However, as
discussed below, the XAS from deep core levels is not sensitive to the density matrix
beyond the cell boundaries, and thus cannot precise determine such Mulliken counts,
which depend on the density matrix throughout the range of a given orbital. Also,
the LCAO picture has a fundamental problem connected with nonzero amplitude
of atomic orbitals at neighboring sites. This can be regarded as a violation of the
Pauli principle [120], since the orbital tails do not satisfy Schrodinger equation in
the potential near the neighbors. As a result, the total number of such d electrons
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per site is not 10. To cope with this problem Hodges et al. [120] suggested the
renormalized-atom (RA) method, which has many advantages for transition metal
properties.
In this Chapter we develop a procedure to extract RA hole counts from XAS
and compare them to directly calculated RA, cellular and Mulliken counts [15]. Our
approach is based in part on ab initio atomic calculations of a smooth transformation
relating the XAS spectrum to the LDOS.

7.1 Mulliken and renormalized atom hole counts
The theoretical approach described here is an extension of our work presented in
Chapter 6. Here we discuss the use of projection operators to obtain Mulliken and
RA counts from ^ and to separate the DOS into localized and delocalized parts.
The transformation from the XAS (E ) to the LDOS (E ), i.e., the number of
electrons per unit energy, can be derived within MS theory [109], see Chapter 6.
Starting from the Golden rule, one obtains a linear relation between (E ) and the
electron density matrix ^(E ), i.e., (E ) = A  ^(E ). The relationship between XAS
and DOS is given by Eq. 6.1 The ratio (E ) is essentially an atomic quantity which can
be calculated by any code based on MS theory or even appropriately modi ed atomic
codes. Strictly speaking both 0 and 0 refer to embedded atomic quantities, i.e., the
e ective atomic states de ned by the local molecular potential at a given site. Multiple
scattering theory is based on separation of space into cells (Voronoi polyhedra) and
thus the number of holes (or the change in number of holes) corresponds to space
separation counts. Such a space separation is not unique, and therefore one faces
diculty in interpreting the results.
Using Eq. 6.1 one can transform the experimental XAS spectrum into the normalized DOS above the Fermi level. However, this unoccupied DOS contains contributions both from localized atomic-like states and from delocalized atomic continuum
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Table 7.1: Occupied and total (where applicable) d-electron counts with various methods. The last column give the RA hole counts from simulated x-ray absorption spectra. The discrepancy between last two columns is due to ch broadening, as discussed
in the text.
counts
cellular Mulliken
Fe, 3d
6.76
7.82
Fe, 3d-tot
10.41
Co, 3d
7.52
8.43
Co, 3d-tot
10.39
Ni, 3d
8.57
9.26
Ni, 3d-tot
10.37
Pt, 5d3=2
3.56
4.40
Pt, 5d3=2-tot
4.44
Pt, 5d5=2
4.68
6.58
Pt, 5d5=2-tot
6.81

RA RA holes (XAS)
6.56
2.96
9.94
7.32
2.26
9.95
8.36
1.48
9.96
3.49
0.46
3.97
4.60
1.14
5.94

states. A projection operator can then be used to obtain localized contribution into
DOS. In particular, the Mulliken count is given by projection of all occupied wave
functions onto a particular atomic orbital.
Z EF
occ
X
nL = jh Latj nij2 =
h Latj^j Lati:
(7.1)
n

1

The main disadvantage of Mulliken counts is that if one sums the occupied and
unoccupied 3d-states, one gets a total count di erent from 10, due to the overlap
of 3d orbital with orbitals centered on neighbors. Indeed, our estimate for the total
Mulliken d-count in Fe, Co and Ni is 10.4 (Table 7.1). Therefore one faces the problem
of separating tail contributions from Mulliken counts to obtain physically meaningful
total 3d counts. The situation is even worse for s and p electrons, which extend much
further.
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The RA method has been proposed to overcome the above diculty. Within the
RA approach, each atomic orbital is set to zero outside a given radius R0, and is
multiplied by a constant factor inside to recover unit normalization. The RA states
are therefore better approximations to the embedded atom states inside a cell. Also
the wave functions used in the projection operator become essentially orthonormal to
each other, and the tail contribution is expected to be much smaller. The RA counts
thus overcome the problem of nonorthogonality of orbitals, and also justify the use of
the formula  = 0(1 + ). The error in total RA count for occupied and unoccupied
states was found to be an order of magnitude smaller for each dj subshell than the
corresponding Mulliken count (Table 7.1). Our calculations were performed with the
self-consistent real space multiple-scattering code FEFF8 [7]. The total number of
3d electrons obtained with RA counts is 9.95 for Fe, Co, Ni and an integration up to
100 eV above the edge. The 4s RA count is 1.90 for all tested cases, with integration
up to 400 eV. The error mostly arises from inaccuracy of our grid for the integration
to that high energy. Thus with the RA method one can easily transform hole counts
to meaningful electron counts and this transformation is valid for localized d and f
electrons, as well as for highly delocalized s and p electrons.
The RA counts depend on the choice of the radius R0. The most natural choice
is that for which the total count for occupied and unoccupied d-states is equal to
10. Thus unlike the ambiguous cellular counts, the RA method xes the radius of
cell. The present work shows that this radius is very close to the Norman radius
RN , i.e., the radius for which the net charge enclosed is the atomic number [121].
With such a de nition of a cell, both s and d total counts per site are simultaneously
close to the numbers expected from the Pauli principle. Charge transfer also has a
natural de nition as the net charge within Norman sphere, which can be separated
unambiguously into s, p, d and f electron contributions.
Table 7.1 summarizes our results for d-electron counts. The rst three columns
show the occupation numbers for cellular, Mulliken and RA counts. All of them show
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Table 7.2: Occupied (cellular and RA) and total (RA) s-electron counts with cellular
and renormalized-atom methods. The total RA number is obtained by integration up
to 400 eV above the Fermi level.
counts cellular RA RA total
Fe, 4s 0.61 0.61 1.90
Co, 4s 0.62 0.61 1.90
Ni, 4s 0.63 0.63 1.90
Pt, 6s 0.73 0.72 1.90

an expected change of about 1 d electron from Fe to Co and from Co to Ni. The
cellular and RA counts are very close to each other, while Mulliken count is about
1 d electron larger. The fractional counts can be interpreted as the wave function
being a mixture of dn s and dn+1 states. Note that the RA counts are much closer to
those expected from atomic multiplet calculations, where Ni is regarded as having a
d8 con guration [74]. For Pt we nd that the calculated ratio of d5=2 holes to d3=2
holes is 2.8, in agreement with the value 2.9 calculated by Mattheiss and Dietz [10],
thus updating an earlier estimate [9]. The total number of d-holes for Pt in RA is
1.8, which is also consistent with Mattheiss and Dietz.
Table 7.2 presents the s-electron counts with cellular and RA methods. We could
not make a reliable estimate of Mulliken counts in this case, since the 4s orbital
extends signi cantly beyond the nearest neighbor distance. Note that for s-electrons,
the occupied RA and cellular counts are also practically equal. The RA total count is
1.9 for all cases, and shows that RA method works well with highly non-localized s and
p orbitals. However, the s-counts are not accessible from L2;3 edge x-ray absorption
due to domination of ` ! ` + 1 transition. However the p-count can be obtained from
either K or L1 edge XAS.
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7.2 Separation of XAS and DOS into localized and continuum contributions
The main idea of our approach is to separate the localized and continuum contributions to ^ using the projection operator Pat which projects onto a particular atomic
orbital (free or renormalized atom), i.e., P^at = j atih atj. The radial part of the
photoelectron wave function (~r; E ) can be separated into localized and continuum
parts, = loc + cont
= P^at (~r; E ) = h atj i at(~r) ;
cont (~r ; E ) = (~r; E )
loc (~r; E ) ;
loc(~r ; E )

(7.2)

where the overlap integrals h atj i are functions of energy only. Separation of the
photoelectron wave function (with quantum index  = 5) into localized and continuum
parts is shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. There we also show the atomic wave function at
of the corresponding symmetry (3d5=2). The photoelectron wave function in Fig. 7.1
is calculated at an energy very close to the Fermi level. In this case, the photoelectron
wave function is mostly localized and its delocalized atomic continuum part is small.
The second plot, Fig. 7.2, show the opposite situation when the energy is high above
the edge (around 30 eV above EF ) and the photoelectron wave function is mostly
delocalized.
The local DOS, (E ) = hLj^(E )jLi, can be decomposed as

(E ) = loc(E ) + cont (E )

(7.3)

by substituting ^(E ) = P^at^(E ) + (1 P^at)^(E ). Note that the cross term contriR
bution is exactly zero in this case, since cross = 2 d3r at(~r) cont(~r) = 0, from the
de nition of projection operator. Thus the separation of DOS into localized atomic
and continuum parts is unambiguous. The projection operator acts only on the radial
part in Eq. 6.6, and therefore localized and delocalized contributions should have the
same .
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Figure 7.1: Separation of the d photoelectron wave function (solid line) in Ni into
localized (dashes) and continuum contributions (short dashes). Also shown id 3d
atomic orbital (dots). The photoelectron energy is close to the Fermi level.
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Figure 7.2: Separation of the d photoelectron wave function (solid line) in Ni into
localized (dashes) and continuum contributions (short dashes). Also shown the 3d
atomic orbital (dots). The photoelectron energy is 30 eV above the Fermi level.
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Figure 7.3: Separation of the d-projected density of states 0(E ) (solid line) in Ni
into localized (dashes) and continuum (short dashes) contribution.
In theoretical calculations, it is also possible to project onto any particular orbital
character: e.g. to atomic t2g or eg orbitals. These orbitals result from splitting of
d states by a cubic crystal eld, and their occupation and ordering is often used to
explain properties of 3d elements. However, such a projection cannot be performed for
experimental spectrum. Within dipole approximation, only six irreducible operators
can be extracted from polarization dependent XAS [23] and the number of holes is
one of them. The direct separation of XAS into localized (i.e. projected atomic) and
delocalized (i.e. continuum) parts cannot be made unambiguously. If the projection
operator is used to separate nal state wave function, the XAS spectrum can be
expressed as
 / hij~~rj loc + contij2 = loc + cont + cross ;
(7.4)
where the cross term is nonzero. Previous procedures [9] ignore cross . But the cross
term has the largest contribution exactly where localized and delocalized contributions
are comparable and an ad hoc separation of cross or its neglect can lead to erroneous
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results.

7.3 Renormalized atom counts from XAS
In this section we describe a procedure to obtain hole counts from XAS, and apply
it to theoretically calculated XAS. Such theoretical test is necessary both to check
the validity of the procedure and also to estimate possible systematic errors of the
method. For example, in theoretical calculations, one can include or exclude the
` ! ` 1 transition, and thus estimate the error in hole count due to their inevitable
presence in the measured signal.
Since  is expected to be the same for localized and delocalized parts, and therefore
the same as for XAS, one can transform the XAS directly to localized part of DOS:

loc(E ) =
where

loc (E )(E ) ;

loc
loc (E ) = 0 (E )
0(E )

:

(7.5)
(7.6)

These equations provide the basis for our new procedure to obtain electron con guration counts from experimental absorption spectra. Thus one simply multiplies the
experimental XAS after normalization, as discussed below, by the theoretically calculated atomic-like ratio loc (E ), to obtain the contribution to the DOS from localized
electrons. In Fig. 7.4 we show the atomic-like ratios loc(E ) and (E ) = 0(E )=0 (E ).
The integral over energy of the localized contribution loc (E ) gives the number of holes
in the electron con guration for a particular orbital character. Unfortunately due to
the dipole selection rule, the determination of the number of s-holes, especially when
d-shell is partially occupied, is not reliable. However, one can obtain from XAS an
estimate for the number of p, d and f electron in terms of RA counts.
We would like to note that one can use a slightly di erent way of obtaining hole
counts. In our procedure, the contribution from continuum states to XAS can be

(E )
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Figure 7.4: Theoretically calculated atomic-like ratios (E ) (solid line) and
(dashes) for L3 edge in Ni.

loc (E )

calculated unambiguously in the following way

cont (E ) =

1 (E )cont (E ) :

(7.7)

Then, one can subtract cont (E ) contribution from the experimental XAS and transfer
XAS into the localized DOS by multiplying it on (E ). The separation of the atomic
background contribution 0(E ) into localized and continuum part as described above
is shown in Figs. 7.5. The two procedures for obtaining hole counts from experiment that we described, namely i) transformation of XAS into localized DOS using
loc (E ) and ii) subtraction of the continuum contribution from XAS and subsequent
transformation of the resulting signal to localized DOS using (E ), are equivalent.
The second one might have a more transparent connection with the usual approaches
of obtaining hole counts from experiment which involve ad hoc subtraction of the
contribution from the delocalized states.
To summarize, our procedure, which can be generalized for various experimental
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Figure 7.5: Separation of the calculated smooth atomic background contribution
0(E ) in Ni (solid line) into localized (short dashes) and continuum (dashes) parts.
applications, has several steps.
1) Subtract the pre-edge contribution and (if possible) separate edges. This was not
necessary in the theoretical test since one can calculate the L2 and L3 edges separately.
2) Normalize experimental XAS background about 50 eV above the edge to that
theoretically calculated or measure the absorption coecient in absolute units. This
step was also not needed in out theoretical test.
3) Transform the XAS into DOS projected onto a particular renormalized atomic
orbital using Eq. 7.5.
4) Integrate to get the RA hole count for the electron con guration.
5) Multiply by a theoretical factor to correct for lifetime broadening e ects.
For nal d and f states, one can obtain separately the number of electrons with
total angular momentum j = `  1=2 when the corresponding L2;3 or M4;5 edges are
well separated. Only the total number of p electrons can be estimated from K, and
L1 edges.
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Numerical tests of the rst four steps of this approach for 3d transition metals
show that typically the number of holes obtained from XAS by the above 4 steps is
underestimated by about 10-20%. The main source of this reduction stems from the
strong e ect of core-hole lifetime broadening on white lines, as veri ed by observing
that the reduction vanishes when ch is reduced to zero. To see this, suppose that all
states below E0 are localized and all states above are delocalized. Then due to core
hole broadening, the localized DOS will leak above E0, and the delocalized, below.
However, since in the case of white lines the localized DOS is larger, the integration
to the ideal localized - delocalized separation energy will give reduced number of
localized states. The theoretically calculated reduction factor for the d-hole count
due to ch broadening is 1.14 for Fe, 1.16 for Co, 1.07 for Ni, 1.04 for Pt d3/2, and
1.18 for Pt d5=2 holes.
In the analysis of XMCD data one can avoid the use of reduction coecient if the
goal is to obtain spin and orbital moments in terms of cellular counts, see preceding
Chapter 6. In that case one can use the smooth ratio (E ) instead of loc(E ) given by
Eq. 7.5. As one can see from Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the cellular counts within Norman
sphere are very close to the RA counts. Their similarity means that the shape of d
and s orbitals practically does not change within the Norman radius. The smoothness
is important since, for example, multiplet e ects can lead to an additional splitting
of order 5 eV, but with a smooth (E ) the error in hole counts due to this e ect
is expected to be smaller than for the transformation to the localized DOS using
loc (E ), which has a signi cant rise at the border between localized and delocalized
states. As one can see from the hole count calculations, such a procedure can lead to
a signi cant errors.
In Fig. 7.6, we demonstrate the separation of XAS into localized and delocalized contributions. The directly calculated total XAS spectrum is represented by a
solid line. The delocalized contribution is obtained by transforming XAS into DOS,
subtracting the localized DOS contribution, and transforming the delocalized DOS

Absorption (Mbarn/atom)
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Figure 7.6: Separation of the calculated Ni XAS spectrum (solid line) into localized
(short dashes) and delocalized (continuum) parts (dashes). The dots show the ad hoc
step function representation of delocalized states in the conventional procedure.

back to an XAS spectrum. As expected, at high energies the delocalized contribution
dominates, while near the edge practically all absorption comes the localized part.
For comparison, we also present an ad hoc two edge-step modeling of the delocalized
contribution, which is often employed in XMCD analysis and clearly gives a poor
approximation to the unambiguous delocalized contribution calculated by FEFF8.
In the procedure of Brown et al. [9], the di erence between Pt L2 and L3 is
interpreted as solely caused by the localized contribution to the XAS data. If this were
the case, the devision of the di erence signal by the square of the p ! d matrix element
would yield the di erence in the number of d3=2 and d5=2 holes. However, this analysis
must be modi ed in the presence of the cross term, because the di erence in d3=2 and
d5=2 occupation will show up both in localized and in the cross-term contributions.
Our procedure speci cally avoids the cross-term contribution by transforming XAS
spectra into DOS, and hence yields, we believe, a more reliable analysis of occupation

DOS(states/atom)
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Figure 7.7: XAS transformed to localized d-DOS for Pt L2 (solid line) and L3 (dashes)
edges. Short dashes and dots show delocalized DOS contribution.
numbers.
Fig. 7.7 represents the application of this procedure to Pt L2;3 data. The FEFF8
calculations agree well with Pt XAS [122]. Even though the peak positions are not
changed by our procedure, the ratio of peak intensities in the total DOS is signi cantly
altered compared to XAS spectrum. The localized DOS is mostly limited to the region
of rst two peaks, i.e. about 40 eV above the edge. By inspection, one sees that the
ratio of 5d5=2 and 5d3=2 hole counts should be around 3.
Several many-electron e ects may be important for the extraction of hole counts.
For example, the usual dipole matrix elements, which are not corrected with respect to
local screening of the x-ray electric eld, are not accurate for 3d metals, as the screening e ect modi es the L3/L2 white-line ratio [58]. As we will show in Chapter 8, our
procedure can account for this e ect by including screening in the calculated 0. Multiplet splitting and multielectron excitations are neglected in the above single-particle
derivation. However, such e ects are not expected to change the counts signi cantly,
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since the splitting is expected to transfer spectral density only within about 5 eV of
absorption edge, where the ratio is smooth. Thus one expects a greater cancelation
of these e ect in Eq. 6.1, than in Eq. 7.5. Eq. 6.1 can be used to obtain Sz and Lz
from XMCD, see Chapter 6, but inapplicable to the problem of hole determination.
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Chapter 8

LOCAL FIELD EFFECTS IN X-RAY ABSORPTION
So far we considered the x-ray absorption process in the single-electron approximation. As discussed in the previous Chapters, the single-electron multiple scattering
theory gives a very good agreement with experimental L-shell XANES in case of transition metals with almost lled d band. However, the agreement gets worse as one
moves left across the periodic table toward elements with almost empty d band. Experimental [18, 19, 53, 54] and theoretical [55, 56, 57, 58] XAS and EELS studies show
that one of the most serious failures of the single-electron picture is that it predicts a
L3/L2 white line ratio of 2 : 1, as based on the 2j + 1 degeneracy of the initial 2p core
states whereas the observed ratio becomes smaller that 1 : 1 for V. Strictly speaking,
the L3/L2 ratio is modi ed due di erences in lifetime broadening of L3 and L2 edges
and relativistic e ects. However, in case of 3d transition metals these e ects are small
and cannot describe the strong deviation observed in experiment.
Generally speaking, two types of many body e ects, core hole relaxation and
dielectric polarization, can be identi ed which modify the single-electron description
of XAS. On one hand, the transition of an electron from a deep core level into the
unoccupied orbital results in the creation of a core hole in XAS process. Therefore, the
initial (ground state) Hamiltonian and nal- state Hamiltonian are di erent since the
core provides an attractive potential that a ects all other electrons in the system. On
the other hand, the external x-ray eld acts on all electrons in the systems and distorts
the atomic charge cloud. In response to the perturbation the electrons redistribute
themselves and produce internal screening (or antiscreening) elds which in turn can
strongly modify the photoabsorption cross-section. This e ect was so far ignored in
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our previous calculations, and will be addressed in this Chapter.
There have been numerous studies concerning the dielectric polarization and relaxation e ects in closed shell atoms, especially in case of the so-called giant dipole
resonances in the 4d-photoionization cross-section of Xe, Ba, La, and similar atomic
systems: for a review see [123, 124]. It became obvious long time ago that independent
particle approaches based on potentials of the Hartree-Fock (HF) or the Hatree-FockSlater (HFS) type for the ground state charge distribution are not able to describe
experimentally observed photoionization cross-section data in those systems. Thus,
several new theoretical approaches were developed to deal with many-body e ects.
One of the approaches is an extension of the Hartree-Fock approximation, known as
the random-phase approximation with exchange (RPAE) [125, 126, 127]. An alternative approach based on the time-dependent local density approximation (TDLDA)
has been developed by Zangwill and Soven [17] and Stott and Zaremba [128] which
avoids the diculty of non local exchange. A similar scheme based on the local density
random-phase approximation (LDRPA) was used in [129]. All these approaches yield
good agreement for the photoabsorption and photoionisation cross sections for atoms
and molecules. At the same, the implementation of the two approaches (TDLDA and
RPAE) di er in how they treat the core-hole relaxation e ect. More speci cally, there
is a question of whether the LDA ground state potential e ectively contains a hole in
the core region, as it was suggested in [130, 131]. This brings up an important, as yet
unresolved, problem of the interplay between polarization and core hole relaxation
e ects. We will come back to it at the end of this Chapter, where we discuss the
shortcomings of the TDLDA approach.
The original TDLDA approach of Zangwill and Soven have been extended to calculate the dielectric response of simple metals [132, 133], alkali metals [134], and metal
clusters [135, 136, 137, 138, 139]. The goal of this work is to use TDLDA approach to
account for many-body polarization type e ects on L3;2 edge x-ray absorption spectra
in solids. This problem has been very recently addressed by Schwitalla and Ebert
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[58]. Our approach is di erent from those of Zangwill and Soven and Schwitalla and
Ebert in several ways. First, our approach is based on the real space Green's function
formalism. Second, we treat the delocalized states in a way which leads to a better
agreement between theoretical calculations and experiment. The third di erence is
more subtle. The e ect under consideration is basically a dielectric polarization e ect
which can be taken into account by modifying the dipole matrix element to re ect the
screening of the external x-ray photon eld. Therefore, we prefer to put the manybody e ects in the e ective local eld following Zangwill and Soven. Alternatively,
one can keep the photon eld unchanged and put the many-electron e ects into the
e ective wave function (or response function) [131]. Since the only unique physical quantity is the absorption cross-section, this di erence re ects di erent physical
pictures of the same complex dynamic process of x-ray absorption.

8.1 Time-Dependent Local Density Function Theory
In this section we will brie y describe the TDLDA theory. We will mostly follow the
original paper of Zangwill and Soven [17]. In this formalism the absorption coecient
 can be written using its relationship to the response function 
Z Z
4

(!) = c! Im d~r d~r 0 ext(~r; !) (~r;~r 0; !) ext(~r 0; !) ;
(8.1)
where we used a more convenient notation for the external eld, ext(~r; !). The
response function (~r;~r 0; !) is the time Fourier transform of the retarded densitydensity correlation function,

i(~r;~r 0; t t0) = h[^(~r; t); ^(~r 0; t0)]i ;

(8.2)

where ^(~r; t) is the density operator in the Heisenberg representation, (t) is a step
function, and the angular brackets denote a ground state expectation value. The
single-electron approximation for  then corresponds to using the non-interacting
response function 0(~r;~r 0; !) and external (unscreened) x-ray eld ext(~r). To go
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beyond single-electron approximation, we can use the TDLDA approach. The starting
point is the expression for the induced density of non-interacting electrons in the
presence of the external x-ray eld
Z
(~r; !) = d~r 00(~r;~r 0; !) ext(~r 0; !) :
(8.3)
Each individual electron, however, experiences a eld produced by other electrons in
addition to the bare external eld. This induced eld ind , can be represented as a
sum of two parts
ind (~r; !) = C (~r; !) + xc(~r; !) ;
(8.4)
an induced Coulomb potential

Z
0
C (~r; !) = d~r 0 j~r(~r ~;r!0j) ;
and an induced exchange-correlation (have taken to be static) potential
(~r; !) :
xc(~r; !) = Vxc(~(r~r))
(~r)=0 (~r)

(8.5)

(8.6)

obtained by linearizing the LDA functional around the ground-state density. More
details about the time dependent density functional theory can be found in, e.g, [140].
We require now that electrons respond to a new self consistent eld
Z
(~r; !) = d~r 00(~r;~r 0; !)scf (~r; !) :
(8.7)
where

scf (~r; !) = ext(~r; !) + ind (~r; !)

It is convenient to introduce a kernel function K (~r;~r 0),
K (~r;~r 0; !) = j~r 1 ~r 0j + (~r ~r 0) Vxc(~r(~r))
;
(~r)=0 (~r)
which gives an integral equation for ind
Z
ind(~r; !) = d~r 0K (~r;~r 0; !)(~r 0; !) ;

(8.8)
(8.9)

(8.10)
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and hence

scf (~r; !) = ext(~r; !) +
Z
d~r 0d~r 00K (~r;~r 0) 0(~r 0;~r 00; !) scf (~r 00; !) :

(8.11)

The induced eld ind (~r; !) and induced density (~r; !) are frequency dependent
complex functions because the system may not oscillates in phase with the external
driving eld. Equations 8.4 - 8.8 are solved simultaneously and self-consistently.
The expression for the absorption coecient then should be modi ed as
4 Im Z d~r Z d~r 0 ext(~r; !) (~r;~r 0; !) scf (~r 0; !) ;
(!) = c!
(8.12)
0
or, equivalently,
Z Z
4

(!) = c! d~r d~r 0 scf (~r; !)Im0(~r;~r 0; !) scf (~r 0; !) :
(8.13)
Eq. 8.13 has a very transparent physical meaning. It indicates that the local eld
e ects on x-ray absorption can be accounted for by using the local eld scf (~r; !)
instead of the external eld ext.
Eq. 8.13 can be also written as
Z Z
(8.14)
(!) = 4c! Im d~r d~r 0 ext(~r; !)(~r;~r 0; !) ext(~r 0; !) ;
where (~r;~r 0; !) is connected with non-interacting function 0(~r;~r 0; !) through the
integral equation

(~r;~r 0; !) = 0(~r;~r 0; !) +
(8.15)
Z
Z
d~r 00 d~r 000 0(~r 0;~r 00; !) K (~r 00;~r 000; !) (~r 000;~r 0; !) :
The two forms 8.14 and 8.13 are mathematically equivalent [17].
In TDLDA the non-interacting response function can be calculated using the wave
functions and energies obtained from the LDA calculations as
(~r ) (~r) (~r 0) (~r 0)
X
(8.16)
0(~r;~r 0; !) = (fi fj ) i E +j ! jE + ii ;
i
j
ij
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where the sum is taken over the complete spectrum, i.e. both occupied and unoccupied
states, factors fi are the occupation numbers, and  is a positive in nitesimal. For
convenience, we can de ne 0(~r;~r 0; !) in terms of individual transitions ij (~r;~r 0; !)
which have a pole in ! at ! = Ej Ei + i,
(~r ) i (~r 0 ) j (~r) (~r 0)
i
j
0
ij (~r;~r ; !) = ! E + E + i
;
(8.17)
j
i
so that (dropping dependence ~r and ~r 0)
X
(8.18)
0(!) = (fi fj )ij (!)
ij

Switching indices i and j one can rewrite it as
X
0(!) = fi(ij (!) ji(!)) :
ij

(8.19)

The explicit calculation of the wave functions can be avoided by using the spectral
representation of the Green's function
 0
X
G(~r;~r 0; E ) = Em(~rE) m+(~ri) ;
(8.20)
m
m
where summation is done over all states. Using 8.20 and the property ji(!) =
ij ( !), equation 8.19 can be rewritten as
X
X 
 0 
0
0
0
0(~r;~r 0; !) =
i (~r) i (~r ) G (~r ;~r ; Ei ! )(8.21)
i (~r ) i(~r ) G(~r ;~r ; Ei + ! ) +
iocc

iocc

Eq. 8.21 was used by Zangwill and Soven in this form to calculate the response
function for rare gases. In case of close shell atoms, there is no ambiguity in summation
over the occupied states in Eq. 8.21 since the Fermi level lies between the highest
occupied single particle energy level and the lowest unoccupied level. In extended
systems, however, the situation gets more complicated, and there is no clear way of
treating the states in a band that is not fully occupied. More speci cally, in case of
transition metals the d band is not completely lled, and, since the Green's function
8.20 implicitly sums over all states, Eq. 8.21 contains transitions involving the shallow
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occupied 3d states. To deal with such transitions, both terms in equations 8.21 should
be retained, even though it might rst appear that the contribution from the Green's
function G(~r;~r 0; Ei !) is small, because it has a pole at large negative frequency.
To show that both term in equation 8.21 are important, we can use Eq. 8.19 and
insert 1 = fj + (1 fj ) in it:

0 =

X
ij

[fi(1 fj )(ij (!) ji(!)) + fifj (ij (!) ji(!))] :

(8.22)

The last term in 8.22 cancels due to antisymmetry of the occupation numbers fi
and fj , and we get
X
0 = fi(1 fj )[ij (!) ji(!)] :
(8.23)
ij

Comparing equations 8.21 and 8.19, the Green's functions G(~r;~r 0; E ) can be
replaced by the partial (time ordered) Green's function G+ (~r;~r 0; E ),

G+ (~r;~r 0; E ) =

X

 (~r 0 )
m (~r ) m
munocc E Em + i

;

(8.24)

which has a sum over unoccupied states only. Therefore, the presence of the second
term in 8.21 ensures the cancelation of the contribution from occupied states. The
Green's function G+ (~r;~r 0; Ei !), however, is hard to calculate. While we can,
in principle, use expressions given in Chapter 2, one runs into numerical diculties
in calculation of the irregular solution at high energies. One way to deal with this
problem is put a Fermi function cuto in Eq. 8.21 for the imaginary part of 0(~r; !)
and then do a Kramers-Kronig transform for the real part. This procedure explicitly
cancels the occupied parts. The 0(~r; !) then can be represented in the following
form
Z1
r 0; E )
(8.25)
0(~r;~r 0; !) = 1 dE Im!0(E~r;~+
i
EF
where
X 
0
0
(8.26)
Im 0(~r;~r 0; !) =
i (~r) i (~r ) Im G(~r ;~r ; ! + Ei ) :
iocc
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To conclude this section, we note that in the case of non-interacting electrons the
expression for the absorption cross-section 8.1 with the response function 0(~r;~r 0; !)
given by Eqs. 8.25 and 8.26 is equivalent to Eq. 2.16.

8.2 Local eld e ects in extended systems
We start with the single-electron expression for the absorption coecient 2.10. As we
already discussed, it can be written in the form (!) = 0(!)[1 + (!)], where 0(!)
is a smooth atomic contribution and (!) is a ne structure. Since the local elds
considered here are of atomic nature, it is a good approximation to consider their
e ect on the dipole matrix elements only. Similarly, we neglect the solid state e ects
on the independent-particle response function 0(~r;~r 0; !). Then the x-ray absorption
ne structure (!) is not a ected and we can concentrate on the atomic background
absorption part 0(!) only. In non-interacting case the latter is given by (dropping
index 0 in 0)
X
2
(!) = 8!c k hijextjRLi (! + Ei EF )
(8.27)
i;L

which we can rewrite in matrix form as
X
(!) = 8!c k jMiL(!)j2 (! + Ei EF )
i;L
where
Z
ext
MiL(!) = hij jRLi = d~r i(~r)ext(~r; !)RL(~r; ! + Ei) :

(8.28)
(8.29)

As it follows from Eq. 8.13, the local eld e ect can be accounted for by using the
self-consistent eld scf instead of ext in Eq. 8.29, so that matrix elements MiL(!)
are substituted by the screened matrix elements M~ iL(!).
The self-consistent eld scf is obtained by solving Eqs. 8.7- 8.11. The rst step
is to calculate the non-interacting correlation function
Z 1 dE Im G(~r;~r 0; E )
X  0
0
0
0(~r;~r ; !) =
(8.30)
i (~r ) i (~r ) E  ! E + E + i
i
F
i
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Since we consider only atomic part of the absorption coecient, in Eq. 8.30 it is
sucient to use the central atom Green's function
Im G(~r;~r 0; E ) = 2k

X
L

RL (~r; E )RL(~r 0; E )

(8.31)

After 0(~r;~r 0; !) is determined, one can iteratively solve Eqs. 8.7- 8.11 in real space
to obtain scf (~r; !). However, using the outlined procedure in the straightforward way
is computationally expensive. The problem lies in doing KK transform in Eq. 8.30
for each (~r;~r 0; !) point. Since the radial integrals at high energies require having a
ne grid in r space, the total number of points for which we would have to calculate
the KK integral is large.
To address this diculty, we separate the photoelectron states into localized and
delocalized atomic continuum parts, as discussed in Chapter 7. This can be achieved
by using the projection operator P^at which projects onto a particular atomic orbital
P^at = j atih atj. The density matrix ^(~r;~r 0; E )

^(~r;~r 0; E ) = 2 ImG(~r;~r 0; E )

(8.32)

can be separated into localized and continuum parts as follows

^ = ^loc + ^cont ;

(8.33)

^loc = P^at ;
^cont = (1 P^at)^ = 1 ^loc :

(8.34)

where

Using Eqs. 8.34 and 8.31 we nd that the localized part of the electron density matrix
has the following form

^loc(~r;~r;0 ; E ) = 4k

X
L

h LatjRLi 2 Lat(~r) Lat(~r 0) ;

(8.35)
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where the overlap integrals

h

at
L j RL i =

Z

d~r

at 
L (~r ) RL (~r; E )

(8.36)

are functions of energy only.
Same separation also holds for matrix elements

where

M (!) = M loc (!) + M cont (!) ;

(8.37)

MiLloc (!) = h LatjRLihijextj Lati :

(8.38)

and M cont = M M loc .
Similarly, the localized part of the response function is given by
2
Z
at
0 ! ) = X (~r) (~r 0) at (~r) at (~r 0 ) 1 dE 2k jh L jRL ij
(
~
r
;~
r
loc
i
L
L
i
0
 ! E + Ei + i : (8.39)
EF
i;L
which we can rewrite by introducing an energy dependent matrix ^0iL(!)
X 
0
0 at
at 0 0
loc
0 (~r;~r ! ) =
i (~r) i (~r ) L (~r ) L (~r ) ^iL(! ) ;
i;L
Z1
at jRL ij2
2
k
jh
L
0
dE  ! E + E + i :
^iL(!) =
EF
i
0

(8.40)

0

The imaginary part of ^0iL(!) is related to the the density of states
2

Im ^0iL(!) = 2k h LatjRL(! + Ei)i (! + Ei EF ) / h` (! + Ei) ;

(8.41)

where h`(E ) is the unoccupied part of the `-projected density of states. As one can
see, the localized part of the correlation function does not require doing KK integral
at each point (~r;~r 0) since the localized part of the photoelectron wave function can
be naturally separated into energy and r dependent parts.
Let's assume for a moment that we deal with a bound photoelectron. In this case
its wave function is fully localized and there are no delocalized continuum states.
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The self-consistent eld is then can be found from Eq. 8.11 where we keep only the
localized part of the response function,

scf (~r; !) = ext(~r; !) +
Z
XZ 0  0
d~r i (~r )K (~r;~r 0; !) Lat(~r 0) ^0iL(!) d~r 00 i(~r 00)scf (~r 00; !)
i;L

(8.42)
at 00
L (~r ) :

Instead of solving Eq. 8.42 iteratively in r space, one can rewrite this equation in
terms of matrix elements and nd the screened matrix elements, rather than the eld
itself, by matrix inversion.
It is convenient to introduce a renormalized matrix element

MiL
Mloc
iL = h atjR i :
L L
loc

(8.43)

Then, the analog of Eq. 8.42 for the renormalized matrix elements can be written in
a simple matrix form

M~ loc(!) = Mloc(!) + K^ (!) ^0(!) M~ loc (!) ;
where

Z Z
^
KiL;i L (!) = d~r d~r 0 i(~r) Lat(~r 0) K (~r;~r 0; !)
0

0

(8.44)

0
at 
L (~r) i (~r ) :
0

0

(8.45)

~ loc can be found by simple matrix
As a result, the renormalized matrix elements M
inversion
M~ loc = (1 K^ ^0) 1 Mloc :
(8.46)
Now, we come back to the real situation for solids where delocalized states are
present. Generally speaking, one cannot arrive to an equation for matrix elements
in the form 8.46 because it is no longer possible to separate the energy and space
dependent parts of the photoelectron wave function. Even though authors of [58]
attempted to do such a separation in general case, we believe that it can lead to serious
numerical problems, especially in case of Co, Ni, and Cu, where the contribution from
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continuum states to XAS is signi cant, or even dominant like in case of Cu. Here,
we would like to argue that the continuum states and localized states should be
treated di erently. Since the local eld e ects are atomic in nature, it is a reasonable
approximation to include local eld e ects in the matrix element corresponding to
transition to localized states only. The fast oscillating continuum states should not
give any signi cant contribution to the screening of the external eld, and should not
be a ected by the internal local elds since the transitions to the continuum states
happen on the short-time (high-energy) scale. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the part of XAS that is due to transitions to these continuum states is not
signi cantly modi ed by the dielectric polarization e ects. Then, the total screened
matrix elements can be found as

M~ (!) = M~ loc (!) + M cont (!) ;

(8.47)

The kernel K (~r;~r 0; !) is given by equation 8.9. Since it was found that the
exchange-correlation contribution to K results in less than 10% e ect in absorption
spectrum in case of rare gases [17] and even less important in case of transition metals [58], one can keep the dominant Coulomb term only. In this case, the matrix
elements K^ iL;i L are energy independent four particle matrix elements of electrostatic
interaction [35].
0

0

8.3 Matrix elements of electrostatic interaction
To evaluate the matrix elements of electrostatic interaction K^ iL;i L , we need to calculate its angular part. It is convenient to introduce a new combined index  for
each dipole allowed transition from initial state labeled i = (i; mi) to a nal state
L = (f ; mf ), so that  = (i; mi; f ; mf ). One can use the usual expansion
0

1 r h
i
1 =X
< C ( ) (1)C ( )(2) ;
r12 =0 r>+1

0

(8.48)
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where r> , r< are the greater or lesser of r1 and r2 , and C () is a tensor operator
whose components are
! 12
4

(
k
)
Cq = 2 + 1) Yq ; q = ;  + 1; :::; 
(8.49)
Substituting in 8.45, after long calculations one arrives at the following expression
for matrix K^  [35]
0

X
K^ ; = (mi + mf ; mf + mi) dd R; ;
0

0

0



0

0

where d are the angular coecients
10
1
0
j  jf C B ji  jf C
d = ( 1)mi + 12 [j; j 0] 21 B
A@
A;
@ 1i
1
m

m
0
i
f
2
2
and R; are the radial integrals
Z Z


R; = dr dr0 i(r) fat(r) 2r<+1
r>

(8.50)

(8.51)

0

0

0
at 0
f (r ) i (r )
0

(8.52)

The angular coecients d are non-vanishing only when  = (j; m; j 0; m0) satis es
the following parity selection rule in conjunction with the triangular condition on 3j
symbols:
8
>
0
<
(8.53)
jj j 0j    j + j 0 with j + j 0 +  = >: even if a = a0 ;
odd if a 6= a
where the parity a = 1 if l = j 1=2 and a = 1 if l = j + 1=2.
For example, in case of L2;3 edge absorption, the initial 2p1=2 and nal 3d3=2 states
have negative parity while the 2p3=2 and 3d5=2 states have positive parity. As a results,
only those d coecients that have  = odd are non-zero. The radial integrals 8.52
with  = 3 are approximately two orders of magnitude smaller the those with  = 1,
so that only the dominant  = 1 term will be kept.
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8.4 Comparison with the approach of Schwitalla and Ebert
Schwitalla and Ebert [58] used a similar approach to address the problem. However,
there are several di erences between the two approaches that will be discussed in
this section. In their approach, they consider e ects of electron correlations on the
response function while keeping the x-ray eld unchanged. As we already mentioned,
the e ect under consideration is basically a dielectric polarization e ect. Therefore,
we think that it is more natural to take it into account by modifying the dipole
matrix element to re ect the screening of the external x-ray photon eld. We think
that our Eq. 8.44 has a clearer physical meaning and easier to work with than its
analog derived by Schwitalla and Ebert who kept the photon eld unchanged and put
the many-electron e ects into the e ective response function. For example, in their
approach it is no longer possible to split the absorption into L3 and L2 spectra. Some
interesting discussions about the di erences between these two formulations can be
found in [131].
What is more important, we believe, is a aw in their way of treating the continuum part of photoelectron wave function. In order to reduce the computational
e ort required to solve Eq. 8.15 they assumed that the normalized photoelectron wave
function can factorized in the following form

RL(~r; E ) = RDL(~r(;EE)) ;
L

where

DL (E ) =

Z RN
0

d~r jRL(~r; E )j2 :

(8.54)

(8.55)

If the functions RL (~r; E ) were smooth function of energy, then the KK transform
required to calculate the real part of the response function could be done at each
energy point only once, since RL(~r; E ) could be evaluated at the Fermi level and then
taken out of the integral over energies in Eq. 8.30. As a result, one would arrive at
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the following matrix equations which we give here in our notations
X
(!) = 4!c Im My ^; M ;
;
0

(8.56)

0

0

where

Z Z
^
KiL;i L (!) = d~r d~r 0 i(~r) RL (~r; !+Ei ) K (~r;~r 0; !) RL (~r 0; !+Ei ) i (~r 0): (8.57)
0

0

0

0

0

The matrix ^; is connected with ^0 through a matrix equation
0

or

^(!) = ^0(!) + ^0(!) K^ (!) ^(!) ;

(8.58)

1

^(!) = 1 ^0 K^ ^0 :

(8.59)

In Eqs. 8.58- 8.60 ^0 should be understood as a diagonal matrix ^0; = ^0; .
If we used the same factorization, Eq. 8.54, then instead of our Eqs. 8.44- 8.46
we would arrive at similar equations but with DL (E ) instead of h LatjRLi and MiL =
MiL=DL instead of Mloc
iL . The nal expression for the absorption coecient is then
could be written as
X
(8.60)
(!) = 4!c M~ y Im ^0; M~  :
0

 ;

0

0

0

0

Eq. 8.60 is mathematically equivalent to Eq. 8.56.
However, such separation of the photoelectron wave function given by Eq. 8.54 is
not exact. More speci cally, it is the continuum part of the wave function which is
not treated correctly and this leads to serious numerical problems with KK transform.
If we use Eq. 8.54, the matrix ^0 in Eq. 8.40 has the form
Z1
2
^0iL(!) = dE 2k ! DLE(!++EE+i) i ;
(8.61)
EF
i
with its imaginary part given by
Im ^0iL(!) = 2kDL2 (! + Ei) :

(8.62)
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Figure 8.1: A typical element of the response matrix ^0(E ) obtained using the projection on atomic states (solid line) and without (dashes).
Fig. 8.1 shows one of the elements of the matrix ^0 calculated using Eq. 8.61. As one
can see from Fig. 8.1, ^0 goes to zero as a function of energy very slowly. Therefore, in
order to calculate the real part of ^0, one has to do the energy integral (KK transform)
up to very high energies, in practice up to tens of thousands electron Volts, which
is numerically impractical. Even more important, this slow decaying behavior of the
matrix ^0 is unphysical and appears to be an artifact of the invalid separation of the
wave function into radial and energy dependent parts done using Eq. 8.54. Authors of
[58] were able to obtain satisfactory results by using an arbitrary energy cuto in the
integral in Eq. 8.61. It is worth mentioning, hoverer, that they were somewhat helped
by the following de ciency of their band structure approach. It seems that their
calculation scheme fails do describe high energy continuum states, which is re ected
by the fact that the calculated absorption coecient quickly goes to zero at energies
40-50 eV above the edge. This, in turn, to some extend alleviates the problem of
numerical integration in Eq. 8.61.
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Figure 8.2: L3;2 edge 0(E ) in Ni calculated including local eld e ects (dashes) and
in independent-particle approximation (solid line).

8.5 Results and discussions
The results of the calculation for several metals, Ni, V, and Ti, are presented in
Figs. 8.5- 8.4. Since the e ect of local elds on the ne structure (E ) (not to be
confused with matrix ^(E )) is expected to be small, we consider only the atomic part
of the absorption coecient, 0(E ).
Inclusion of the dielectric polarization e ect leads to several major changes in the
absorption. Most noticeably, there is a signi cant redistribution of spectral weight
between the L3 and L2 edges. In addition, there is a pronounced energy shift in the
spectrum and an apparent asymmetric broadening of the absorption lines. These
observed changes are somewhat expected from the work of Zangwill and Soven [17]
for 4d photoabsorption in Xe and other rare gases. Our calculations show that the
dielectric screening e ects are relatively small in case of Cu, Co, and Ni, where the
single-electron theory is already in a very good agreement with experimental data. At
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Figure 8.3: L3;2 edge 0(E ) in V calculated including local eld e ects (dashes) and
in independent-particle approximation (solid line).
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Figure 8.4: L3;2 edge 0(E ) in Ti calculated including local eld e ects (dashes) and
in independent-particle approximation (solid line).
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the same time, the inclusion of polarization e ects results in a much better agreement
with experiment, especially for the L3/L2 ratio, in case of light transition metals like
V and Ti.
One way to interpret our results is to look directly at the local eld [17] given by
Eq. 8.11. Near the absorption edge, the imaginary part of the photon eld is strongly
screened in the region where the eld has the largest overlap with the photoelectron
wave function. As a result, the absorption cross-section at and just above the edge is
reduced compared to that calculated in the single-electron picture. At higher energies,
however, the real part of the local eld becomes comparable with its imaginary part.
As it was shown using an analogy with the driven harmonic oscillator [141], the
complex induced eld oscillates out of phase with the driving external x-ray eld. As
a result, the spectrum appears to be broader, shifted toward higher energies, and has
a smaller amplitude at the its maximum.
We can use Vanadium to illustrate in more details all di erent changes in XAS
caused by the polarization e ect. We do it in terms of matrix elements rather than
the elds, and separately for each of the two absorption edges. For the sake of clarity,
here we keep only the leading rst term in Eq. 8.46
M~ loc = (1 + K^ ^0) Mloc :
(8.63)
We can rewrite Eq. 8.47 in the following form
X
M~ loc = Mloc + K^ ; ^0 Mloc :


0

0

(8.64)

0

0

First, let us consider what would happen if the two edges, L3 and L2, were independent of each other. To achieve this we set the elements of the matrix K^ ; to zero
for all transition that involve mixing between the two absorption edges, K^ iL;i L = 0
if i 6= i0. The results are shown in Fig. 8.6. The solid line and short dashes are
results obtained in single-particle approximation, dashes and dots are TDLDA calculations. Both edges demonstrate similar behavior, i.e. shifts in absorption peaks and
0

0

0

^0(E )
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Figure 8.5: Real and imaginary part of ^0(E ).
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Figure 8.6: Local eld e ects at the L3 and L2 edges. The solid line and short dashes
correspond to single-particle approximation, dashes and dots are TDLDA calculations.
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Figure 8.7: E ect of mixing between L3 and L2 edges. The solid line and short dashes
correspond to single-particle approximation, dashes and dots are TDLDA calculations.
a suppression of their heights. Due to the presence of the complex matrix ^0 on the
right-hand side of Eq. 8.64, the screened matrix elements M~ (E ) are complex functions, with their real and imaginary parts oscillating out of phase re ecting the similar
behavior of the self-consistent local eld scf . In Fig. 8.5 we show two elements of the
matrix ^0, one that corresponds to the L3 edge, ^0L3 and the other for the L2 edge,
^0L2 . Both real and imaginary part are shown. The imaginary part of ^0 is set to zero
below the corresponding Fermi level. The origin on the energy axis corresponds to
the L3 edge Fermi level. Note that ^0L2 is shifted toward higher energies with respect
to ^0L3 by the value of the spin-orbit splitting of the initial 2p1=2 core state.
In Fig. 8.7 we demonstrate the e ect of mixing between the L3 and L2 absorption
channel. To do this, we set K^ iL;i L = 0 for all transitions with i = i0. Eq. 8.64 then
can be symbolically written as
0

0

M~ Lloc3 = MLloc3 + K^ L3 ;L2 ^0L2 MLloc2 ;
M~ Lloc2 = MLloc2 + K^ L2 ;L3 ^0L3 MLloc3 :

(8.65)
(8.66)
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As one can see from Fig. 8.7, there is a little change in the L3 part of the spectrum
far below the L2 onset. At the onset of the L2 edge, the M~ L3 matrix element have an
addition resonance-like structure that is due to ^0L2 in the second term in Eq. 8.65.
The L2 edge is a ected to a larger extend. Most noticeable is the change in the height
of the L2 peak due to its mixing with the part of the L3 spectrum that extends above
the L2 edge. The strength of the L3 - L2 edge mixing depends on several factors, most
importantly on the value of the spin-orbit splitting in the initial state.
To summarize our results, in the Fig. 8.8 we plot the L3/L2 ratio calculated for
all 3d transition metals. Clearly, inclusion of the local eld e ect leads to a much
better agreement between theory and experiment, especially in case of elements on
the left side of transition metals row. The worst agreement is found to be for Fe,
probably due to approximate treatment of continuum states. It appears that the
single-electron theory works reasonable well for Cu, Ni, and Co, thus justifying the
quantitative procedure for obtaining hole counts and spin and orbital moments from
XAS described in Chapters 6 and 7. It is also possible to modify that procedure
to correct for many-body e ects considered here. All we would have to do is to use
a modi ed ratio ~(E ) = ~0(E )=0(E ), with ~0(E ) being calculated using screened
x-ray eld.

8.6 Toward a better theory
Several improvements to the theory described above could be made in the future
in order to make it applicable not only to transition metals, but to any system in
general. The key approximation used by us was the separation of the photoelectron
wave function into localized and continuum parts and the assumption that the matrix
element for transitions to delocalized atomic continuum states could be calculated
with unscreened x-ray electric eld. To go beyond that approximation, we need to
calculate the real part of (~r;~r 0; E ) given by Eq. 8.30, which requires integration

L3/L2 ratio
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Figure 8.8: L3 /L2 edge ratio, solid line and long dashes represent the theoretical ratios
calculated with and without local eld e ects respectively, short dashes is experimental data.
up to very hight energies for all grid points (r; r 0; !). However, the problem can be
simpli ed if we use Eq. 8.7 directly to nd the induced density (~r; !)
Z Z1
r 0; E ) scf (~r 0; E )
(~r; !) = 1 d~r 0 dE Im!0(E~r;~+
(8.67)
i
EF
Using Eq. 8.30 and the expression for the imaginary part of the Green's function 8.31,
we obtain after switching the order of integration
Z 1 dE RL(~r; E )
X
(~r; !) =
f (!; E ) ;
(8.68)
i(~r )
EF  ! E + i
i;L
where
Z
f (!; E ) = d~r i(~r) RL (~r; E ) scf (~r; !) :
(8.69)
The induced eld then can be found from Eq. 8.10. The function f (!; E ) already
contains the integral over r0, and solving Eq. 8.68 requires less computational e ort.
Another approximation that we made was that we neglected the solid state e ects
on 0(~r;~r 0; E ) and used the central atom Green's function in expression in Eq. 8.31.
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While we believe that this is a good approximation, one should be able to include the
solid state e ects by adding the scattering part of the Green's function, Im GLc;L c, in
Eq. 8.31. Similarly, we assumed that the local eld e ects change the dipole matrix
elements and the smooth atomic part of the absorption coecient 0(E ) only. The
changes in the XAS ne structure (E ) were neglected, but could be taken into
account by using the screened reduced matrix elements in Eq. 2.18.
0

8.7 Interplay between core-hole interaction and polarization e ects
In previous Chapters we analyzed the core-hole e ect within the single-electron formalism. We concluded that the initial state rule (no core hole) is a preferable approximation in case of L2;3 edge XAS in 3d transition metals. However, we could be only
partially satis ed with the choice of the initial state rule, or any other "state rule"
for that matter, since they are ad hoc and could be justi ed only by comparison with
experiment.
Here we would like to come back to the problem of the electron - core hole interaction. From the work of Zangwill and Soven [17] and of Wendin[129], we know
that LDA based self-consistent eld approaches such as TDLDA can give an excellent
description of photoionization cross section of outer and intermediate shells in free
atoms. We note that TDLDA theory is based on the ground state LDA potential, that
is with no account whatsoever for the core relaxation e ects (initial state rule, no core
hole). At the same time, the Hartree-Fock potential based approaches, such as RPAE,
show that the core-hole relaxation process is very important and should be taken into
account in order to achieve an agreement with experimental data. Therefore, the
self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations are usually performed for the system with a
hole in the corresponding core level. The nal state wave function then are di erent
from the ground state ones since they are determined by the nal state Hamiltonian
that includes a relaxed core hole. Here we arrive at the important question posed by
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Zangwill and Liberman[142] - what is the most appropriate way to describe both the
core-hole relaxation and dielectric polarization e ects within the TDLDA formalism?
These authors performed TDLDA calculations for the case of 3d photoabsorption
in Xe. Since, unlike the case of the 4d photoabsorption, they could not achieve a
good agreement with experiment using the ground state TDLDA, they attempted to
include the core-hole relaxation e ect into their formalism. The calculations done
with a relaxed core-hole potential did not bring the theory in agreement with experiment, erring this time in the opposite direction. However, they were able to achieve
a good agreement when they employed the Slater "transition-state potential", i.e.
with one half an electron removed from the core shell. However, there seems to be
no justi cation (other than that it gives a better agreement with experiment) why
the transition-state potential, or any potential with a fraction of an electron removed
from the core level, should be used. In turn, Crljen and Wendin [130, 131] argued that
if the core-hole is localized in the same region as the most compact excited orbital
(screening), then the self-interaction in the LDA may be considered as simulating the
relaxation e ects. They demonstrated that in the core region there is close similarity
between the LDA ground state potential and a relaxed, ionic V N 1 potential. This
similarity is somewhat accidental and caused by a cancelation of the Hartree and exchange self-interactions within the LDA formalism. Crljen and Wendin argued that,
while this cancelation is almost complete in case of 4d photoabsorption in Xe, it is not
so in the case of the absorption from a deeper core level, where the relaxation e ect
should dominate. Then, one could use the Slater potential in TDLDA calculations
of 3d photoionization in order to compensate for the incomplete cancelation between
the self-interaction and relaxation.
Coming back to the problem of deep x-ray absorption considered in this work,
what LDA potential should we use to correctly describe the interplay between corehole relaxation and polarization? It seems that within the TDLDA formalism, as it
is used in present form, the core-hole e ects can be taken into account only in an ad
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hoc way. The choice of the one-particle photoelectron orbitals (initial, nal, transition
state rule and etc.) ultimately depends on what prescription gives the best agreement
between theory and experiment. Development of ab initio time-dependent approaches
to excited states and response functions is a challenging problem.
One of the promising new directions is the GW approach [143, 39] (for a recent
review see, e.g., [144]) and the two-particle (electron and core-hole) Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE) [145, 146, 147, 148]. After the quasiparticle properties are determined
from the GW description, one can allow quasielectrons and quasiholes to interact. The
solution of this two-particle problem, called the Bethe-Salpeter equation, provides the
exact two-particle Green's function. Alternatively, one can use a scheme similar to
TDLDA but based on GW description instead of LDA. Unfortunately BSE is very
dicult to implement numerically. Thus as yet there appears to be no tractable
general procedure for XAS calculations that take into account core hole, polarization
e ects and inelastic losses.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS
EXAFS, the oscillatory structure in the x-ray absorption coecient beyond about
40 eV of threshold, is already well understood. At the same time, the quantitative
analysis of XANES, the x-ray absorption near edge structure, is still not well developed
and remains a challenge. In XANES region, the interaction of the photoelectron with
its ion core, neighboring atoms, and other electrons is much stronger compared to its
kinetic energy than in EXAFS. As a result, many processes that are not important
in EXAFS are crucial for correct interpretation of XANES spectra. Since XANES is
very sensitive to details of scattering potential the latter should be calculated selfconsistently. The fast MS path expansion becomes divergent in XANES calculations
due to the increase of the mean free path and backscattering amplitude. Thus, full
MS calculations for a cluster of nite size are required. The computational time
grows fast with the number of atoms in the cluster (N 3). Therefore, calculations
for clusters larger than 200-300 atoms require special e orts. The transition of an
electron from a deep core level into the unoccupied orbital is a complex and dynamic
process that results in the creation of a core hole in the corresponding core level.
A fully quantitative treatment of the core hole e ect on XAS is not yet developed.
Other many body e ects, such as the photoelectron self-energy, local eld e ects, and
atomic multiplets, might be also signi cant.
Despite all the complications, there is a great interest in XANES analysis because
it directly probes the unoccupied part of the density of states. Thus, it provides a
direct way of obtaining local chemical and electronic structure information of complex
and disordered materials. In XANES region, L-shell absorption spectra are often the
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most interesting and informative, especially in case of transition metals and metallic
systems. Various XAS and XMCD sum rules have been used to investigate spin and
orbital moments and hole counts in 3d transition metals. However, the practical
application of the sum rules was complicated by the presence of contributions to the
XAS from both localized orbitals and delocalized atomic continuum states. Their
separation is typically done using ad hoc procedures which could not be well justi ed.
There is also a question of whether x-ray absorption is a measure of the ground state or
excited state DOS, and whether the sum rules are violated because of the many-body
e ects.
In this work we attempted to overcome the above mentioned diculties of the
XANES analysis and make it a quantitative tool for extracting chemical and electronic
structure from experimental spectra. Most of the analysis is based on using the
relativistic, self-consistent real space Green's function code FEFF8. We found the
FEFF8 results for the electronic structure to be comparable, and for the XANES
superior, to those obtained by full potential ground-state band structure methods.
We performed detailed analysis of the L2;3 edge XANES of 3d transition metals
and provided interpretation of the experimental data based on the results of singleelectron multiple scattering calculations. We discussed several prescriptions for taking
the e ect of the core hole on x-ray absorption spectra. We found that in most cases
the initial state rule (ground state, no core hole) calculations are in a better agreement
with experimental data.
An interpretation of the spectral features in the Ni L3;2 XANES and XMCD signals
was presented, based on both one-electron multiple-scattering and atomic-multiplet
calculations. Most of the observed features were reproduced by one-electron calculations. However, neither of these approaches was fully satisfactory. The necessity of
both one electron and atomic-multiplet calculations to explain all features in the data
demonstrates the need for a combined approach.
Overall, we achieved a good agreement between theory and experiment. This sug-
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gested that a quantitative relationship could be established between XAS and XMCD
spectroscopy and the unoccupied part of the local density of states. We developed a
procedure for quantitative applications of the sum rules for x-ray absorption spectra.
The approach is based on theoretical atomic calculations of transformations relating various experimental spectra to corresponding operator-spectral densities. This
approach overcomes the diculties of background subtraction and hole-count normalization of other sum rule analysis methods and yields quantitative values for spinand orbital-moments from experimental absorption spectra. Although a number of
approximations were made in the derivation of our approach, our theoretical tests
veri ed that these approximations are reasonable and lead to systematic errors of
only a few percent for spin and orbital moments.
Hole counts obtained from x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) are often interpreted
in terms of free atom occupation numbers or Mulliken counts. However, such counts
can violate the Pauli principle. We have proposed a quantitative technique, based on
the use of projection operators, to subtract atomic delocalized states and hence to determine the electron con guration in term of RA counts from XAS. We demonstrated
that renormalized-atom (RA) counts are a better choice to characterize the con guration of occupied electron states in molecules and condensed matter. Theoretical
tests were performed for the s- and d-electrons in transition metals which veri ed that
RA approach works well. The developed procedure has been incorporated in the new
version of the FEFF8 code.
The one-electron theory of x-ray absorption near edge structure fails to describe
the experimentally observed L2;3 edge branching ratio in transition metals. We developed a formalism based on time dependent local density approximation theory that
takes into account polarization-type many body e ect. This e ect, which is essentially a screening of the local x-ray eld due to the Coulomb interaction, mostly a ects
dipole matrix elements. The e ect is most important for soft x-rays with energies less
than 1 keV. The developed TDLDA approach has been incorporated into the code
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FEFF8. Results of our calculations for the L2;3 edge branching ratio in 3d transition
metals are in good agreement with experiment. The local eld e ects are found to
be less important for transition metals with almost lled d band, such as Cu, Ni, Co.
In these materials the single-electron theory works reasonable well. This justi es the
quantitative procedure for obtaining hole counts and spin and orbital moments from
XAS. It is also possible to modify our procedure to correct for the local eld e ect by
calculating the atomic-like ratio (E ) using the the screened dipole matrix element.
While we achieved a signi cant progress toward full quantitative understanding
of XANES, there is a lot of room for improvement and future work. In terms of the
FEFF code development, several improvements can be made in order to make XANES
calculations faster and more accurate. The treatment of scattering potentials must be
improved by going beyond the mun-tin approximation [6]. The FMS calculations
should be done using more ecient algorithms, instead of the conventional approach
based on matrix inversion. This work is already in progress [149]. The structural
disorder and Debye-Waller factors in the FMS scheme are treated in an approximate
way, as this also could be improved in the future.
Several improvements to our TDLDA formalism should be made in order to make it
applicable not only to transition metals, but to any system in general. In our approach
we separated the photoelectron wave function into localized and continuum parts and
treated them di erently. It is important to go beyond this approximation which
would require to calculate the real part of (~r;~r 0; E ) by using KK transformation for
each grid point (r; r0; E ). We could also include the solid state e ects on (~r;~r 0; E ).
Similarly, one should calculate the ne structure (E ) using the screened reduced
matrix elements.
One fundamental problem still remains unsolved, namely development of an ab
initio time-dependent approach to excited states and response functions that would
provide a general procedure for XAS calculations. A complete theory should take
into account core hole, polarization e ects and inelastic losses in an ab initio way
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and on equal footing. At present, the core hole e ects can be taken into account
only in an ad hoc way. The choice of the one-particle photoelectron orbitals (initial,
nal, transition state rule and etc.) ultimately depends on what prescription gives
the best agreement between theory and experiment. The question remains what
LDA potential in the time dependent scheme one should use in order to correctly
describe the interplay between core-hole relaxation and polarization. It seems that
one would have to go beyond the LDA approximation. One of the possible new
directions to resolve this problem is to determine quasiparticle properties by using
the GW description, and then allow quasielectrons and quasiholes to interact. The
solution of this two-particle problem, the Bethe-Salpeter equation, provides the exact
two-particle Green's function. Unfortunately, the Bethe-Salpeter equation is very
dicult to implement numerically. Thus as yet there appears to be no tractable
general procedure for XAS calculations that take into account core hole, polarization
e ects and inelastic losses.
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